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PREFACE
M. Lewis

Emeritus Professor of Anthropology

London School of Economics

1 January 1997

The disintegration of the Somali Republic in the bitterly protracted internecine wars of the early 1990s, 

and the associated large-scale displacements of refugees within and beyond the confines of the state, have 

tragically highlighted the bellicose tradition in Somali culture. The particularly savage killings and other 

atrocities perpetrated in the course of what Somalis have come to call ‘clan-cleansing’ have made the capital, 

Mogadishu, notorious, encouraging superficial reporters to paint a general picture of uncontrolled, and 

uncontrollable, violence in an ‘anarchic’ population devoid of rules• and social conventions or any effective 

means of conciliation. The implication here is that, at best, Somalis are genetically programmed to murder 

each other mindlessly.

This, of course, is very far from being true. As elsewhere, violence here occurs in a cultural context and 

is subject to a complex range of values. Anyone seriously concerned to contribute to the cause of peace 

and political recovery, needs to have a realistic understanding of the nature and causes of conflict and its 

constraints in ‘traditional’ Somali culture. As the contributors emphasise in this timely report on the codes 

that ideally regulated, and always influenced, the conduct of fighting and the treatment of prisoners and 

wounded, this predominantly nomadic culture is indeed one in which armed conflict traditionally plays a 

major role. Sociologically, it follows automatically that conventions existed (and to varying degrees still 

exist) to regulate conflict, and institutions to facilitate peace-making. Thus, Somali society traditionally 

offered men a choice of two ideally contrasting, and mutually necessary roles: that of warrior (warm*, 

literally ‘spear-bearer’) or man of God (wadaad). It was the task of the latter not only to mediate between 

man and God, but also between men in the cause of peace and harmony within the Islamic community.

Of course, many other institutions were regularly mobilised to terminate hostilities, or prevent their 

outbreak between rival groups. Married women, particularly, who had dual loyalties, on the one hand to 

their husband’s, and on the other, their father’s clan (not usually the same), were ideally placed to act as 

go-betweens, as in fact they still do. The oral poetry which is so highly esteemed in Somali culture was not 

only employed to fan the flames of inter-clan animosity, but also to promote peace between hostile groups.

Given the frequent recourse to violent confrontation in contesting access to scarce resources (as our 

contributors to this study detail), these mediatory agencies were regularly invoked. They operated within 

what amounts to a system of international law, according to which acts of aggression against people and 

property entitle the victims to compensation according to a general, nation-wide tariff variable only in 

its details. This tariff of indemnities for what Somalis define as wrongs (‘torts’ in legal parlance) rather 

than as crimes, is based on the Islamic shariah code, according to which a man’s life is formally valued at 

100 camels, and a woman’s at 50. This is activated by customary agreements, or treaties (xeer in Somali), 

which first of all, bind close kinsmen within the clan as those who pay and receive blood-money (diya) and 

other compensation jointly. The whole national system is ultimately conceived as deriving from these more 

immediate. Today, as in the past, these ‘diya-paying groups’ within the clan are actually the basic political 

units in Somali society.  These units are larger and more stable among the inter-riverine agro-pastolists 

than among the pastoral nomads, who surround them on all sides, where political solidarity, within the 

framework of kinship ties, is mercurially fluid and changing. 

Thus although prior to their colonial partition, the Somali did not constitute a single state. These shared 

compensation arrangements and arbitrating procedures provided a loosely integrated ‘national’, politico-
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legal framework that contributed t sentiments of unity based on language and culture. (This, of course, did 

not exclude sharp regional cultural variations and differences within this wider, globalizing framework).

While these are already well documented features of Somali political sociology, the actual conduct of 

battle and the treatment of captives and wounded has not previously ben systematically investigated by 

researchers. The present collaborative study by a small group of Somali oral historians, thus breaks new 

ground in exploring in detail the conventions which Somali warriors were expected to observe in the conduct 

of battle. It highlights the ideal immunity from attack (the biri-ma-geydo) of women, children, men of 

God, honoured guests and community leaders. The former fall into a general social distinction drawn by 

Somalis between the weak and the strong.  The weak who lack physical strength, or material resources, are 

considered to fall under the special protection of God. Hence, their molestation is potentially likely to entail 

divine retribution. Pragmatic considerations also, of course, make it sensible to treat with respect potential 

go-between (women) and leaders with whom it may prove eventually necessary to negotiate peace terms.  

The force of these practical constraints is further enhanced by Somali concept of honor and good-name, and 

the anxiety to avoid being publicly shamed and held up to general ridicule and contempt. Reputation was 

a serious issue. Traditionally, one section of the list nationally recognized indemnities related specifically 

to verbal insult (xaal) which would be claimed just as relentlessly as compensation for death and physical 

injury.  The sensitivity to unmerited insult evident here was fully justified, given the widespread use of 

property as moral pervasively oral culture.

In recreating the atmosphere surrounding feud and fighting in Somali culture before the Kalashnikov, our 

contributors have relied on the memories of well-informed traditional leaders, and the testimony conserved 

in oral literature, especially poetry. While these sources inevitably conserve a somewhat idealized view of 

traditional values and behavior, our contributors are aware of this hazard, and have tried to allow for it in 

their presentation of this material. Since they do not make any use of the existing sociological literature, their 

work is entirely original and represents a valuable novel contribution, all the more remarkable for having 

been accomplished in the present insecure circumstances of the country which are scarcely conducive to 

dispassionate research.  Our authors, moreover, do not claim to have exhaustively treated their subjects, and 

modestly appeal t readers with more information on these matters to submit it to the ICRC who commissioned 

the study.  The objective is thus to encourage dialogue, and promote an accurate understanding of the past 

as a valid perspective for considering the present.

In my opinion even if it is in some respect incomplete, this welcome new research shows how traditional 

Somali society and its own ‘Geneva Convention’ with norms and rules of battle which, like their counterparts 

in Europe, had primarily ideal force and could be appealed to in assessing personal and group reputations 

more easily than they could be actually enforced. In the Somali case which is our concern here, these 

ideals belonged to a familistic culture, where individual and collective honour was a social (and political) 

resource. The technology of violence was also appropriate to this kinship-based culture. Aggression was 

generally narrowly focused and accurately targeted, and thus more readily controlled even in this politically 

uncentralised society of constantly changing alliances. The contemporary technology of death, with the 

pervasive distribution of automatic and high-powered weapons, and the random and promiscuous killing and 

wounding which it promotes, obviously radically challenges these traditional values and greatly complicates 

the process of peace-making. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
The internal wars that have raged in Somalia over the last decade have induced feelings of shock and 

indignation in many people, including some of the Somalis themselves. Many of those who have closely 

monitored events in Somalia have been given the impression that the Somali people lacked any common 

traditions or codes of conduct pertaining to warfare. Such a conclusion, no matter how erroneous or unfair, 

may find justification in the fact that the conduct of current Somali wars has failed to conform to any pattern 

of logic or morality: residential dwellings have been shelled; private property has been looted and the 

traditionally immune groups, those “spared from the spear indiscriminately killed or abused. Such atrocities 

have naturally horrified the world and have reflected negatively on both the Somali people and their culture.

The Somali tragedy has generated a lot of curiosity world-wide regarding whether the Somali people ever 

had a universally acknowledged set of rules and regulations pertaining to the behaviour of combatants in 

times of war. It has also given rise to proposals of research into the traditional conventions and war-time 

practices of Somalis which in fact still continue to operate among some sections of the population. In order to 

do that, the ICRC and the SRCS commissioned some experts in Somali oral history and literature for the task 

of researching the material of this study taking into consideration the different geographical settlements 

of the Somali people. This study is, therefore, based on the interviews conducted by these researchers with 

many persons who are knowledgeable where Somali history and traditional customs are concerned.

Copies of the resulting draft were then distributed to some scholars within the country and without. These 

included Somali nationals as well as foreigners. In this final draft many of their recommendations and 

suggested improvements have been accommodated.

The object of this study is to provide answers to the above mentioned questions by laying out the traditional 

customary laws of Somalis, especially those of them that related to warfare, and to draw the attention of the 

Somali general public to the advantages deriving from the application of these rules and the disadvantages 

attendant upon their dismissal. This project has also been undertaken with a view to demonstrate to all those 

interested that the long-standing Somali conventions of warfare, whose provisions are generally consistent 

with those of the Geneva Conventions, existed long before the latter were formulated and adopted.

Somali pastoral society was, and remains, made up of clan groupings in which kinship was based on patrilineal 

descent from a common ancestor. Those bound together by this kind of kinship tie were obligated to support 

each other in war and in peace (i.e. economically). Whether it was for the purpose of common defence against 

the attacks of outsiders or for helping each other out in times of economic hardship, kinsmen were expected 

to stick together and stand by one another. It was not normally considered proper, however, for kinsmen to 

unite for the purpose of engaging in acts of provocation or outright aggression against others. Instead, one 

counted on his kinsmen to dissuade him from transgression, rally to his support if he were wronged, and 

assist him in accomplishing any commendable goal he aspired to. Charitable deeds were generally preferred 

to morally reprehensible actions and attitudes, as indicated by the following words of a man called Abdalla 

Aaggane:

I have come to place my trust in giving away, rather than in 

holding back; and in peace rather than in war

All people in traditional Somali society shared paternal kinship or affinal ties, and were thus held together by 

blood as well as socio-economic relationships. In addition, there were considerations of potential marriage 

relations and, beside one’s own lineage, one was also bound to the clan of his/her maternal uncles and that of 

his/her spouse and in-laws. Therefore, people normally treated one another with respect and proper reserve. 

The violation of others’ rights and disruption of the norm associated with war were attributed to someone 

who lacked any moral inhibitions. Such a person is certainly the one referred to by the traditional poet in the 
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following line:

Lo! An immoral person cares not about [the devastation of] war.

Since all people were bound to one another by any one, or more, of the afore-mentioned relationships, it 

could be said that they were all kinsmen and kinswomen, and any war among the members of a society so 

characterised would ideally be inappropriate and undesirable in accordance with the old wise saying that 

advises:

Do not rush into a fight; least of all one against kinsfolk.

The customary codes regulating the conduct of warfare, as well as the other traditional conventions adopted 

with a view to safeguarding the general interest and welfare of society were laid down in times immemorial 

by wise Somali elders who had the common good at heart. They were subsequently preserved and kept alive 

by continued reference and application and were, in this manner, passed down the successive generations. 

Along the way, these codes were added to and modified as new circumstances and novel situations were 

encountered until they attained a high level of sophistication and specialisation and formed the basis for a 

complete legal system.

Now, the question may arise of what motivated people to adhere to these rules given that traditional 

Somalis did not have a common government or any other unifying eentral authority responsible for their 

enforcement. In answer, we would like to cite the following factors which, taken together, certainly acted as 

a strong deterrent against the violation of the traditional conventions pertaining to warfare:

a) Social Pressure
These codes were adopted and sanctioned by society as a whole because they were pragmatically judged to 

be in the best interest of all, and because they were deemed to ensure adherence to a humanitarian (morally 

sound) type of behaviour. This made society take certain punitive measures against violators, consisting 

mainly of condemnation and ostracisation. To traditional Somalis, a people highly sensitive where matters 

of pride and honour are concerned and who were very keen on attaining social acceptance and approval, such 

punishment was certainly a very serious one that could not be deliberately incurred.

b) Precedent setting
Somalis- believed in a concept they called iriabsi’ which referred to the changing nature of one’s fortunes 

in life. They held that peoples’ material conditions, social positions etc. never remained constant, and that 

if someone was rich today he could live in poverty tomorrow and vice versa. Likewise if a certain party had 

got the upper hand in one battle, they could lose the next. If, therefore, they had gone to extremes in their 

treatment of the enemy the first day, sparing no one and looting or destroying any property they came across, 

alt they could expect on the day of their own defeat would be for them to be subjected to the same or worse 

treatment, with the enraged and revenge-seeking enemy killing their women and children, burning down 

their homes and taking away or destroying all their property. Since no group liked to be on the receiving end 

of such excessive violence, they took great care not to be the first to perpetrate it. They had every reason to 

believe that the example they set in victory would be the, one followed by their opponents in the event of 

their own defeat. Thus, adherence to the traditional code of behaviour during hostilities was dictated more 

than anything else by the pragmatic consideration of ensuring protection for one’s own vulnerabilities in the 

swinging fortunes of war.

c) Fear of ‘Cuqubo’ or Divine Retribution
Even if acts of unsanctioned violence were not deterred by considerations of the vicissitudes of fortune, they 

were discouraged by fear of ‘cuctuboi a curse that Somalis believed was brought down upon transgressors 

as a form of divine retribution. Somalis held that those who perpetrated cruelty on the helpless, holy and 

revered persons, animals and useful trees, etc. would be unfailingly punished by Allah in one form or another. 
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In this regard, a Somali- saying maintains that:

Neither the plaintive cry of a kinsman nor the distressed squeal of a dikdik fail to be answered.

It was commonly believed that the moment someone wantonly killed another, or did so over a trivial matter, 

he ceased to be at peace with himself and lost his mental and psychological stability. It was also held that such 

a person would never come across any good and that his every step will be dogged by misfortune for the rest 

of his life. He would become a social pariah, with people pointing him out to one another and saying “he is a 

cursed one with blood on his conscience. Avoid him!” Even among places, that spot in which an unwarranted 

act of excessive violence was committed, especially against those protected by custom, achieved widespread 

notoriety and was avoided by nomadic hamlets as a site for their settlement. Abdi Gahayr, referring to a town 

in which he was imprisoned, said the following:

May the chant of [Koran] students not come from thee;

And may wedding dances not be held in thee;

And may neither the camels that roar calling out to one another; 

Nor sheep and goats go out to graze from thee;

How accursed a site this place is!

Have [pious] mullahs from the Ashraaf clan

And [helpless] orphans been killed in it?!

d) Providing for Eventual Peace
Pastoral nomads were engaged in a constant struggle with nature for survival in the harsh conditions of 

their environment. The demands of life consumed most of their energies for the greater part of the year and 

left them with no extra time or resources to engage in prolonged conflicts. This, in addition to the fact that 

Somalis were bound together by a web of kinship relations, made them try their best to limit hostilities to 

moderate levels that could be readily reversed in order to allow for the restoration of peace and harmony. This 

could be made possible only by fighting with restraint and observing the code of honour during hostilities.

	[�6�	�+�ð�	��	��
�+����
The Somali peoples adherence to Islam also contributed significantly to the reinforcement of their traditional 

code of wartime behaviour, since those acts that were proscribed by Somali custom were also forbidden by 

Islam, while the categories of persons, animals and things that were accorded immunity by tradition were 

also protected by Islam. Somalis referred to this fact in their common saying that:

Men’s [sound] judgement concurs with that of the book of Allah

Islam reinforced Somalis’ traditional fear of ‘cuqubo’ with the fear of damnation in hell that awaits those 

who commit barbarous acts of violence which violate the ordinances of Allah, regardless of whether such acts 

are committed in war-time or in peace-time.

f) The Enforcement Powers of Society and Clan
Apart from all the foregoing deterrents there was the physical punitive power of society which it could exercise 

against that clan which engaged in wanton aggression or was guilty of committing flagrant violations of the 

traditional code of behaviour governing the conduct of hostilities and the protection of immune groups. Such 

punishment took the form of either joining the fight against the villain group or providing their adversaries 

with weapons and other supplies.

The lineage group (especially at the diya-paying level) also exercised quite some control over the behaviour 

of its individual members and penalised errant ones who violated the established custom with such measures 

as physical detention, the slaughter of favourite animals (maraado) or, in the case of a member being guilty 

of murder, handing him over to the family of the deceased for execution (qisaas).
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Oral literature, an important component of Somali culture, has an abundance of poems, proverbs and sayings 

which promote peace and extol its virtues while pointing out the loss and devastation of war. Some examples 

of these are:                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Do not fight: if you win, you pay with your stock; and if you lose, you pay with your life.

War results in the death of a son, but not in the birth of one.

Acting on your bitterness begets you more bitterness

If some people do not act more sensibly than others, there would be no rainfall. (In Somali culture, 

rain is the symbol of everything good and desirable).

Men’s ideal bedding is peace                                                          

is wrongfulness not a hidden cause of death [lurking for you] in every path you

take?!

Is peace not [the equivalent of] food provisions that you always carry with $

you?!

It is peace [rather than war] that provides milk.

All] men share three things:

1. The name [i.e. man];

2. The [amount of their] blood compensation;

3. The type of sex (i.e. their maleness);

But they differ in three things: -

1. The ability to forget past grievances;

2. The ability to concentrate on issues relevant to the present:

3. The ability to foresee the future.

What you cannot attain through calm reasoning, you will not by affecting

Crazy;

People are not subdued by [the threat]: by Allah, I will decapitate you!

He who repeatedly pricks a ‘darkayn’ tree, and then passes under it, shall have

his skin burned off, Allah willing;

A vessel cannot hold more than its capacity; may the dam [of patience] not be broken down! (from a 

poem by Saahid Qamaan)

Thus, although war was a constant feature in the life of the traditional pastoralist society, acts of excessive 

brutality were seldom committed. This was due mainly to the strict conventional codes that prevented 

hostilities from getting out of hand.

It should be mentioned that the events narrated in this study are not based on written history but are 

mainly orally transmitted stories and historical accounts which have probably undergone some alteration 

in the process of transmission. We would therefore like to remind anyone who detects any imprecisions or 

shortcomings that nothing has been deliberately distorted and that any mistakes that may be found are solely 

the result of either ignorance or oversight, offences which are pardonable according to the Somali saying:

God, forgive us not for partiality, but punish us not on account of our ignorance.

We would also like to apologize for our failure to draw the examples of this study from all the Somali 

inhabited regions due to the state of insecurity that prevailed in the country during the time of the research, 

the scarcity of funds and the limited time available. We believe, however, that those we have used give a more 

or less sufficient picture of war related customary laws in traditional Somali society. We realize that there are 
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probably stories and other literary items which could have served as better illustrations than the ones used 

here. We intend to add any new material that reaches us to the second edition of this booklet if such material 

is found to be useful and interesting. We therefore welcome anyone who would like to contribute any literary 

items, accounts of historical events or suggestions for improvement relating to the subject of this study.

This study contains stories, poems, proverbs and wise sayings that illustrate the traditional causes of conflict, 

the methods of conflict resolution and the ways of protecting the lives and the rights of vulnerable people 

and those deserving respectful treatment. These groups who came under the general category of ‘biri-ma-

geydo’ or ‘those immune from the ‘attack of the spear’ included women, children, the aged, the chronically 

ill, protected ones, guests, the - enemy captives and wounded, traditional leaders, etc.. Likewise, with a view 

to safeguarding the life and welfare of society, there were certain animals, plants and material property that 

enjoyed immunity from abuse during armed conflicts. These conventions were acknowledged and subscribed 

to by the majority of the Somalis. Although it sometimes happened that some of these conventions were 

broken, these were isolated incidents whose effect was nowhere as widespread or as catastrophic as that 

of the current civil war, a situation which could have resulted from the abandonment of long-standing 

traditions and conventions. But this study is a historical one dealing with the way things were in the past.
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2. THE CAUSES OF CONFLICT
Somalis were, and still are, mainly livestock rearing nomads blessed with an abundance of animal wealth 

comprising sheep, goats, camels, cattle and animals of the horse family (horses, donkeys and mules). There 

also was, and still is, an important part of Somali society that engaged in soil cultivation in addition to animal 

husbandry and still others who relied for their livelihood on soil cultivation alone. Generally, conflicts among 

traditional Somalis were caused by any one or more of the following:

1. Camels and Horses 

2. Grazing and Water

3. Women

4. Pride and Arrogance

5. Farms

6. Religious Sects

7. Culture

2.1 CAMELS AND HORSES
Camels and horses constituted the only property whose looting in time of war was sanctioned by Somali 

custom due to the high value attached to these animals by society. For example, camels were the economic 

mainstay of Somali nomads providing them with milk, meat and hides. They were also used as burden 

animals. The camel enjoyed this important position because of its exceptional ability to endure the harsh 

climatic conditions of Somali country. Referring to the camel’s extraordinary powers of endurance, a poet 

called Omar Istreliya said in a composition dedicated to the animal:

It is a living boulder placed by God in the wilderness;

Darnel and her young ones are as vital to life as the tendons of one’s back; Had it not grown out of 

solid rock it would not have been so highly appreciated.

Another poet, Samatar Bahnan, pointing out the usefulness and indispensability of camels to his wife, had 

this to say:

At Agallaale when people could not move on account of hunger and thirst; When the starving mothers 

could not get so much as a mouthwash; A pot of sour milk hung from the side of your loaded burden 

camels; Whenever you drank some, you would refill it with more fresh milk;

One should pay off a debt with cattle, goats or sheep

But the camels, may they be killed by a lion, should be kept as security for oneself;

You should not trust them with anyone else even if it were your own father 

Apart from its economic importance, the camel also performed an important social function since it was the 

only acceptable medium for the payment of blood compensation and bride

wealth. In fact, camels provided the standard of measurement for all wealth. That is why Somalis have a 

saying that:

Camels are camels; and they could only be assessed in terms of camels

The status of camels in Somali pastoralist society is best reflected in the words of the following camel song 
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in which the camel owner addresses his favourite she-camel, placing her before his woman and after himself 

in importance:

The consequences following from,

The death of a wife,

[Are] the combing of one’s hair,

And the contracting of a [new] marriage

And [resulting from] your death, 

Would be empty milk bowls, 

And hunger.

And [resulting from] my own death,

Would be destroyed homes

And parental bereavement.

The importance attached to camels made them a symbol of wealth and social rank. Generally, a man without 

a large stock of camels did not have much social significance or political weight. That was in fact so true that 

Abdi - Gahayr, a renowned classical poet, went so far as asserting in one of his famous compositions, that 

a man without camels, and the social status attendant on their possession, in this world, could not hope to 

fare any better in the life after death:

The male baby camel born to Idin – Bacasa

And the young camels that were in her company;

Were the source of benefit even to the early followers [of the Prophet]; Even in the hereafter being 

without camels has not been recommended

Thus, in the traditional pastoralist society, every man tried to acquire camels in any way possible, as can be 

seen from the words of the following camel song:

Whether acquired through legitimate means or by force;

As long as they are in the pen;

In neither case are they undesirable.

This often meant the launching of raids on other settlements with the aim of capturing their camel herds. 

Naturally, this led to clashes between raiders and defenders resulting in death and injuries to both parties 

and escalating sometimes into a prolonged conflict between the groups involved. Such an outcome of camel-

looting raids could only be expected, since no one could own a herd of camels for long unless he was willing 

to defend it and possessed the capability to do so. Describing the constant alert and apprehension that went 

along with maintaining a camel herd, a poet called Abdi Galayah maintained that: 

Acquiring Boga and Hemaal she-camels is not an easy or risk-free enterprise; A man who does not 

strap gunpowder to his back does not continue to lead

Baar, the she-camel, out to graze

Slain men, blaring horns and bullets; wailing and shouts

And a day in which a hundred die between two groups

It is amid crisis and hostilities that Barah the she-camel is reared

The risks involved in camel-looting adventures are expressed by the old Somali saying that:

To go on a camel rustling mission results in blood-covered heads
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Nevertheless, anyone who met his death while trying to loot camels or retrieve them was

considered by Somali pastoralists to have died honourably in the course of a worthy

undertaking. This attitude is depicted in the saying;

What men [should] die for is a camel-related operation.

Thus it came to be that as long as there were camels in Somalia, there were also disputes and clashes 

revolving around their possession. This is expressed well by the words of the following camel song:

Since the time they were first acquired,

And the men [who owned them] were beaten back; 

They have been the subject of [constant] dispute; And no settlement has yet been reached_

Somalis even claimed that camels belonged to no one in particular, and that looting them was a lawful 

enterprise. One of their sayings in this regard maintained that:

Red-haired camels are [the property of] whichever man happens to be nearest them.

Or according to another version of the same,

Red-haired camels are the [property of] any man who gets hold of them last

Alluding to the popular theory that camels were the common heritage of all Somali men, and that anyone’s 

possession of them was only transient, Sayid Mohammed Abdallah Hassan said in a poetic message addressed 

to the men of a distant settlement:

Look well after the camels for they belong to us all.

The belief in the theoretically common ownership of camels was even stronger where a single clan was 

concerned, since the herds of individual members were regarded to be the corporate property of the group. 

The following short story provides an apt illustration of this fact:

2FCǍC�W?T�POAC�?�N?O�WFP�PWOCB�?�M?ǍEC�FCǍB�Pǔ�A?NCMT��@VU�WFP�WPVMB�OPU�EGùC�NGML�CùCO�UP�UFC�PAA?TGPO?M�

EVCTU��&GT�FCǍB�TUPPB�PVU�ăǍPN�UFC�ǍCTU�Pǔ�UFC�FCǍBT�@CA?VTC�GU�F?B�?�WFGUC�TFCƧA?NCM�GO�GU��POC�B?Y�?�S?GBGOE�

Q?ǌUY�?UU?ALCB�UFC�A?NCM�ES?ZGOE�EǍPVOBT�?OB�MPPUCB�UFC�FCǍB�WGUF�UFC�WFGUC�TFCƧA?NCM��+PTU�Pǔ�UFC�OPUPSGPVT�

PWOCS}T�LGOTNCO�ǍCJPGACB�TCAǍCUMY�GO�FGT�NGTǔPǌUVOC�?OB�W?OUCB�UP�N?LC�OP�CĀPǌU�UP�FCMQ�FGN�ǍCUSGCùC�UFC�

A?NCMT��&PWCùCS��POC�Pǔ�UFCN�P@JCAUCB�UP�UFGT�?UUGUVBC�QPGOUGOE�PVU�UF?U��UFPTC�WFP�F?ùC�MPPUCB�UFC�A?NCMT�

WGMM�OPU�T?Y�UF?U�UFCY�F?B�U?LCO�?W?Y�UFC�A?NCMT�@CMPOEGOE�UP�TVAF�?OB�TVAF�?�N?O��@VU�WGMM�S?UFCS�@S?E�

UF?U�UFCY�F?B�N?BC�PĀ�WGUF�UFC�A?NCMT�@CMPOEGOE�UP�AM?O�TP�?OB�TP��2FC�OCXU�UFGOE�WC�LOPW��CùCǌ̀POC�WGMM�

NPVOU�MPPUGOE�S?GBT�?E?GOTU�VT��W?OUGOE�UP�BSGùC�?W?Y�UFC�ǍCTU�Pǔ�PVS�FCǍBT�@CA?VTC�?MM�QPUCOUG?M�MPPUCST�WGMM�

@C�CN@PMBCOCB�WFCO�UFCY�?ǍC�UPMB�UF?U�PVS�AM?O�GT�VO?@MC�UP�ǍCUSGCùC�GUT� MPPUCB�A?NCMT���2FC�NCO�WCǍC�TP�

APOùGOACB�@Y�UFC�MPEGA�Pǔ�UFGT�?ǍEVNCOU�UF?U�UFCY�GNNCBG?UCMY�QVU�UPECUFCS�?�QVSTVGU�ǔPǍAC�UF?U�TCU�PVU�?ăUCS�

UFC�S?GBCST�?OB�ǍCUSGCùCB�ăǍPN�UFCN�UFC�FCǍB�WGUF�UFC�WFGUC�TFCƧA?NCM�

Besides camels, horses were the other animals which enjoyed the general esteem and appreciation of the 

Somali nomads. They were used as a means of travel, communication and for displays of splendour during 

celebrations. The horse was also the traditional warrior’s indispensable companion in the battlefield as 

indicated in the following lines of “geeraar” by Raage Ugaas, composed in praise of his favourite stallion, 

Walhad.

If men are fighting somewhere, hand to hand;

And spears are hurled from one side to another;
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Through him I can restore the wholeness of my heart,

Is he not like a son given you by God;

Or like a brother, blood of your parent’s blood?

He deflects from my side;

The spear that quarters the flesh;

The arrow tipped with black poison;

The hurled javelin swishing through the air;

And the sling-shots of bullets.

Is he not like a renowned cleric;

Well-versed in reciting the Forty Suras;

Who for your protection will read;

Those of the Forenoon and the Night;

After you have slaughtered a ram for him?

   (Translated by B.W. and Shela Andrzejewski)

However, the greatest value of horses derived directly from the importance of camels since the horse was 

indispensable for maintaining camel herds as well as for looting or retrieving them. This is illustrated by the 

following lines from a poem by Duale Fagase who boasted to the Dervishes:

Even the Sayid has shied away from interfering with our camels;

(Because] they are reared with the help of a strong horse and a brave fighter.

The many songs composed by Somalis in praise of the horse’s role in camel-related fighting included the 

following:

If during the first half of the day;

The camels are taken away;

And the news spreads around

In the-late afternoon;

How you would sway in your gallop; 

Through all corners of the Nugal [valley]!

Horses, having been a symbol of honour and grace, were sometimes added to payments of bridewealth and 

bloodprice in order to make them more attractive. They were also the most precious thing to be given away 

as a gift. Sayid Mohammed Abdulle Hassan, expressing his reluctance to part with his legendary horse, Hiin 

Finiin, that was required to be included in the bride wealth payment for his intended bride, Fadumo lsiaan, 

finally gave the animal away with the words:

It is a bay; some horse colours are more attractive than others;

The straight-limbed animal is in a special category by itself; 

It is dearer to me than anything else but the letter of religion; 

But since a sultan worthy of my respect has requested it from me;

Take hold of its reins; I would not have honoured anyone else with [such a gift]..

The great value of horses and their wide-ranging uses were summarised by the saying:

If you want wealth, stay close to the bay mare;

If you want a wife, stay close to the bay mare;

And if you want elegance, stay close to the bay mare

Since horses were held in such high esteem, it was inevitable that they would be looted, just as camels were, 

and that they would be at the centre of many disputes and the cause of many a violent confrontation.
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2.2. WATER AND GRAZING
The greater part of Somali country is characterized by being dry and semi-arid. During the long dry seasons, 

people and livestock congregated around the wells and other water points (i.e.. before the advent of artificial 

ponds and drilled bore holes). That brought about friction and quarrels over the sharing of scarce water 

resources and over priority in the drinking and watering schedule. Also, due to the scarcity of places with 

accessible underground water, there was constant strife among the various clans for control of these water 

sources, which sometimes took the form of armed confrontation.

Among cultivators, in general, disputes arose over irrigation turns with usually someone violating the agreed 

arrangement for the distribution of available irrigation water. The resulting quarrels had the potential of 

developing into a confrontation between lineage groups.

Areas of good grazing were likewise the object of constant disputes, with the resident clans trying to reserve 

them for the exclusive use of their own herds and other groups trying to have access to them or to completely 

supplant the occupants. Usually, grazing-related clashes happened when, after a long dry season, the 

rains came to one area before the rest of the country and many groups together with their herds moved 

simultaneously to a locality which was reported to have abundant fresh grass and foliage. The excessive 

concentration of people and livestock in a single spot with a limited area gave rise to friction and clashes 

which were sometimes ignited by such trivial issues as youth quarrels during evening dances or by the 

attempts of owners to claim back some long lost animals which were suddenly found among other herds.

2.3. WOMEN
Another cause of conflict among Somalis in general was related to the abduction of married women or the 

unredressed sexual abuse of a maiden. It used to happen in the past that a woman who was married or 

betrothed to a certain man would be kidnapped by another for the purpose of making her become his own 

wife. A famous example of this is the story of the woman who became widely known by the name of “Tafa-

Dhiig” meaning “the one with the bloody dress hem”. She was so named because of the bloody nature of the 

fighting that took place between Ali Duullane and Af-Hakarrie, two men who vied bitterly for her, and their 

respective lineage segments:

�2FC�-OC�5GUF�2FC� MPPBY�"ǍCTT�&CN��W?T�ĂSTU�@CUǍPUFCB�UP��MG�"VVMM?OC�WFP�F?B�Q?GB�?�ECOCǍPVT�@SGBC�QSGAC�

ǔPS�FCS��1FC�W?T�TCOU�UP��MG}T�TCUUMCNCOU�GO�?�A?S?ù?O�Pǔ�A?NCMT�MP?BCB�WGUF�UFC�APNQPOCOUT�Pǔ�UFC�N?USGNPOG?M�

FPNC��ǔPPBT�?OB�PUFCS�BPNCTUGA�?ǌUGAMCT��-O�UFC�W?Y��UFC�@SGBC�?OB�FCS�A?S?ù?O�WCǍC�W?YM?GB�?OB�GOUCǍACQUCB�

@Y��DƧ&?L?NC��?�N?O�WFP�@CMPOECB�UP�?�BGĀCǍCOU�TCENCOU�Pǔ� UFC�T?NC�MGOC?EC�TCAUGPO�?T��MG��&C�W?T�TP�

TUǌVAL�@Y�UFC�@C?VUY�Pǔ�UFC�@SGBC�UF?U�FC�BCAGBCB�UP�LCCQ�FCS�ǔPS�FGNTCMǔ�T?YGOE�UF?U��MG�BGB�OPU�BCTCǌ̾C�TVAF�

?O�?UUS?AUGùC�WPN?O�?OB�UF?U�FC�W?T�UFC�SGEFU�N?O�ǔPS�FCS��5GUF�UFGT��FC�PǍBCǍCB�UFC�A?NCMT�VOMP?BCB�?OB�

TU?ǌUCB�UP�QǍCQ?ǍC�ǔPS�UFC�WCBBGOE�WFGMC�TCOBGOE�?�F?OBTPNC�@SGBC�QSGAC�UP�UFC�WPN?O}T�ǔ?NGMY�

,CWT�Pǔ�UFGT�GOAGBCOU�W?T�WGBCMY�AGǍAVM?UCB��?OB�Gǔ�@CA?NC�UFC�U?ML�Pǔ�UFC�Q?TUPS?MGTUT�GO�@PUF�OC?S�?OB�ǔ?SƧ

?W?Y� TCUUMCNCOUT�� 'U� AǍC?UCB� ?� MPU� Pǔ� UCOTGPO� @CUWCCO� UFC� EǍPVQT� GOùPMùCB�� ?OB� UFC�ĂǍCT� Pǔ� FPTUGMGUY�WCǍC�

ǔ?OOCB�@Y�UFP1C�WFP�BCTGǍCB�?O�?SNCB�AM?TF�@CUWCCO�UFC�UWP�NCO�?OB�UFCGS�ǔPMMPWCST��2P�?AFGCùC�UFGT�COB��

UFCY�APNQPTCB�QǍPùPA?UGùC�QPCNT��POC�Pǔ�WFGAF�GOAMVBCB�UFC�ǔPMMPWGOE�MGOCT�

Camels changed hands by force; That is normal misfortune for men; He gets castrated he who 

gets his woman taken away by another..

1VąAGCOUMY� GOACOTCB�� �MG� "VVMM?OC� S?GBCB� �DƧ&?L?NCT� TCUUMCNCOU�WFGMC� UFC�NCO�WCǍC� ?W?Y� ?OB� A?SSGCB�

?W?Y�UFC�APOUCTUCB�WPN?O��2FPTC�WGTFGOE�UP�ăVǌUFCS�CX?ACS@?UC�UFC�ASGTGT�APOUGOVCB�WGUF�UFCGS�GOĄ?NN?UPǌ̀�
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ùCSTCT�WFGAF�WCǍC�BGǍCAUCB�OPW�?U��DƧ&?L?NC�?OB�FGT�LGOTNCO��-OC�Pǔ�UFPTC�ùCSTCT�S?O�?T�ǔPMMPWT�

That woman who resembled the sun, or the rainy sky

That woman who wore the “ureji light-coloured dress,

That woman who looked as fresh as the cloth fabrics in [the stores of] Aden; That woman for 

whom fattened camels were loaded down to their heels; She, with the [soft and clean] feet of a 

priest, falls alternately in love with either man;

So, this time, has She With the Graceful Gait run off with Ali?

2FC�N?UUCS�A?NC�ĂO?MMY�UP�?�FC?B�WFCO��MG�?OB��M&?L?NC��C?AF�?U�UFC�FC?B�Pǔ�?�ǔPǍAC�Pǔ�LGOTNCO��BCAGBCB�UP�

TCUUMC�UFC�GTTVC�PO�UFC�@?UUMCĂCMB��'O�UFC�ĂCǍAC�ĂEFUGOE�UF?U�ǔPMMPWCB��N?OY�NCO�MPTU�UFCGS�MGùCT��GOAMVBGOE�UFC�

UWP�?ǍAFƧSGù?MT�?OB�APOUCOBCST�ǔPS�UFC�MPùC�Pǔ���2FC�-OC�5GUF�2FC� MPPBY�"ǍCTT�&CN��

Commenting later on the folly that had led to such unnecessary loss, Ismail Mire said in one of his poems:

Af-Hakame reaped the fruits of the crisis and tension [he had created];

He planned to outlive Ali while he married the Radiant One;

And the other one had a broad-bladed spear made [to kill him with]; 

And concocted poison [for the same purpose];

O men! Arrogance brings about one’s downfall;

Be ever mindful of that!

There were also frictions that developed among young males in the evening dance circles where two or more 

youths would compete for the attention of the star girl in the dance, with the matter occasionally developing 

into a physical fight. At other times, the star dancer’s brother or father would come to the dance wanting 

to take her away and some youths would try to prevent him from doing so whereupon a quarrel and a fight 

would take place, with the likelihood of this escalating into an armed confrontation between lineage groups.

In the agro-pastoralist society of the south, sharp disputes concerning women took place, leading sometimes 

to a total breach of relations between the two groups involved. This usually arose from a violation of the code 

of conduct relating to women. For example…

2WP�AM?OT� GOBGECOPVT� UP� UFC�?ǍC?�Pǔ�5?OM?WCYO� AC?TCB� UP� GOUCSN?Sǌ̀� TGOAC�?�YPVOE�WPN?O�@CMPOEGOE� UP�

POC�Pǔ� UFCN�W?T�?@BVAUCB�@Y�?�YPVOE�N?O� ăǍPN�UFC�PUFCS��N?SSGCB�?OB�LCQU� ǔPS�?�WCCL� �UFC�BVS?UGPO�Pǔ�

UFC�WCBBGOE�ǔCTUGù?M��?OB�UFCO�ǍCUVSOCB�UP�FCS�ǔ?NGMY�WGUFPVU�UFC�CXQCAUCB�ǍCTUGUVUGPO�Q?YNCOU���2FC�YPVOE�

WPN?O}T�ǔ?NGMY�W?T�TP�COS?ECB�UF?U�UFCY�LCQU�UFCGS�B?VEFUCS�?U�FPNC�?OB�TF?ùCB�PĀ�FCS�F?GS�CXACQU�ǔPS�?�

MGUUMC�Q?UAF�PO�UFC�ăǍPOU�Pǔ�UFC�FC?B��TYN@PMGZGOE�UF?U�UFCGS�B?VEFUCS�W?T�OPU�YCU�ǍC?BY�ǔPS�N?SSG?EC����2FC�

EǍPPN}T� ǔ?NGMY� M?VOAFCB�?O�?UU?AL�?OB�?@BVAUCB�UFC�YPVOE�WPN?O�?E?GO��WFGAF� MCB�UFC�@SGBC}T�QCPQMC�UP�

TCOB�?�QVSTVGU�ǔPǍAC�UF?U�ǍCUSGCùCB�FCS�?OB�UPPL�FCS�@?AL�FPNC�?E?GO���2FGT�TCSGCT�Pǔ�CùCOUT�ǍCTVMUCB�GO�?�TCSGPVT�

RV?SǍCM�@CUWCCO�UFC�UWP�Q?ǌUGCT�WFGAF�OCACTTGU?UCB�UFC�GOUCǌ̾COUGPO�Pǔ�OCVUS?M�EǍPVQT�@CǔPǍC�UFC�N?UUCS�EPU�

PVU�Pǔ�F?OB��$GO?MMY��UFC�UWP�Q?ǌUGCT�?EǍCCB�UP�OCùCS�N?Sǌ̀�ăǍPN�C?AF�PUFCS�?E?GO�

The agro-pastrolists had a custom which required someone who had eloped with a betrothed woman to make 

a restitution payment called ``min-dumis`` or the destruction of a home meaning that such a person had 

destroyed a family in the making.

2.4. PRIDE AND ARROGANCE
The-worst wars in traditional nomadic society were sometimes those arising from the defiant refusal of 

one of the parties or individuals involved in a dispute to submit to the process of arbitration coupled with 

arrogance and a slighting attitude toward the adversary, as happened when:
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��N?O�A?MMCB��?B?O�%?M?YBF�ǍCăVTCB�UP�APOUSG@VUC�?� MPOC�TFCƧA?NCM� UP� UFC�@MPPB�APNQCOT?UGPO�Pǔ�?�N?O�

LGMMCB�@Y�FGT� PWO� TPO�� ?OB�?BBCB� GOTVMU� UP� GOJVǌ̀�@Y� ǍCQMYGOE�NPALGOEMY� UP� UFPTC� TPMGAGUGOE� UFC� TFCƧA?NCM�

ăǍPN�FGN����WPVMB�F?ùC�APOUSG@VUCB�UFC�TFCƧ�A?NCM�WCǍC�GU�OPU�ǔPS�UFC�BGTUGOAUGùC�@S?OB�@VSOU�POUP�GUT�TLGO`�

'�A?OOPU�TP�NVAF�?T�@C?S�UFC�UFPVEFU�Pǔ�?�TFCƧA?NCM�@C?SGOE�NY�PWO�N?ǍL�ES?ZGOE�WGUF�A?NCMT�PUFCS�UF?O�

FCS�PWO�TGNGM?ǍMY�@S?OBCB�FCǍB`��"CTQGUC�UFC�ǍCQC?UCB�QMC?T�Pǔ�LGOTNCO�?T�WCMM�?T�UFPTC�Pǔ�FGT�TPO�WFP�F?B�

QCSQCUS?UCB�UFC�LGMMGOE���?B?O�W?T�TUC?Bǔ?TU�GO�FGT�ǍCăVT?M�UP�Q?ǌU�WGUF�UFC�TFCƧA?NCM��&GT�?UUGUVBC�ǍCTVMUCB�

GO�UFC�TVTQCOTGPO�Pǔ�UFC�NCBG?UGPO�?OB�ǍCAPOAGMG?UGPO�CĀPǌUT�?OB�UFC�PVU@ǍC?L�Pǔ�PQCO�FPTUGMGUGCT�@CUWCCO�FGT�

PWO�EǍPVQ�?OB�UF?U�Pǔ�UFC�NVǍBCǍCB�N?O��'O�UFC�COTVGOE�ǔCVBT�?OB�ĂEFUGOE��UFC�ĂSTU�A?TV?MUY�W?T��?B?O}T�TPO�

WFPTC�MGǔC�FC�F?B�ǍCăVTCB�UP�@VY�WGUF�?�TGOEMC�TFCƧA?NCM��?MUFPVEF�FGT�TUPAL�Pǔ�UFC�?OGN?MT�W?T�CXACQUGPO?MMY�

M?ǍEC��2FGT�Q?ǌUGAVM?S�W?S�QǍPùCB�UP�@C�POC�Pǔ�UFC�ĂCǍACTU�?OB�NPTU�QǍPMPOECB�GO�UFC�FGTUPǌ̀�Pǔ�OPN?BGA�AM?O�

W?ST�?OB�ǍCTVMUCB�GO�APOTGBCS?@MC�MPTT�Pǔ� MGǔC�PO�@PUF�TGBCT���?B?O�FGNTCMǔ�W?T�LGMMCB�GO�@?UUMC�@Y� PPT�UFC�

1GOEMCƧ#YCB��WFP�F?B�@CCO�TMGEFUCB�?OB�VOBCǍCTUGN?UCB�@Y��?B?O�?OB�FGT�EǍPVQ��'O�?�S?GB�UFCY�A?QUVǍCB�FGN�

?OB�UFǍCC�Pǔ�FGT�@ǍPUFCST��LGMMCB�FGT�@ǍPUFCST�GO�ăǍPOU�Pǔ�FGT�PWO�CYCT��?OB�UFCO�AFPTC�UP�ǍCMC?TC�FGN�WGUF�UFC�

WPǍBT���UFGT�TGOEMCƧCYCB�NPǍPO�GT�Pā}�OP�APOTCRVCOAC��*CU�FGN�EP�TP�FC�A?O�ǔCUAF�W?UCS�ǔPS�FGT�?ECB�NPUFCS`��

5FCO�TUGMM�?MGùC�@VU�NPǌU?MMY�WPVOBCB���?B?O�W?T�?TLCB���OPW�WF?U�F?ùC�YPV�EPU�UP�T?Y���&GT�Q?ǌUGOE�WPǍBT�

WCǍC����F?ùC�@CCO�BCMVBCB�@Y�WC?MUF`�5FCO�'�F?B�?@GMGUY��'�BGB�OPU�F?ùC�UFC�WGTBPN��OPW�UF?U�'�?N�WGTC��'�BP�

OPU�F?ùC�UFC�?@GMGUY��

Generally, those wars that had pride and arrogance as their underlying theme reached the level of intensity 

they did because of the disrespect born out of blinding arrogance on the part of one of the protagonists which 

was also usually coupled with a condescending statement_ It was the words that rankled more than the act 

itself, and rekindled the desire for revenge and more revenge in the heart of the targeted person anytime he 

recalled them or had others repeat them to him. As the following line from an old poem puts it;

Uncharitable speech creates poison and venom.

And according to another poem,

Speech has the same power as the dagger that [can) take your life away

It has also been said that

Foul language removes you from a state of peace and does not come to your help in a fight.

Thus, it was often the bitter taste of disrespectful and condescending words rather than the deliberate act. of 

transgression that ignited some of the more intense and long-lasting feuds among the pastoralists.

2.5. FARMS
There also was, and still is, a significant section of Somali society who, in addition to raising livestock, 

engaged in soil cultivation and sedentary farming, and some who totally depended on agriculture for their 

livelihood. These people are settled mainly in the area between the two rivers, Juba and Shabelle, the region 

of Jigjiga and the districts of Borama and Gebiley. Among them, there sometimes also arose conflicts, 

although these were less significant, in terms of their magnitude and frequency of occurrence, than the wars 

of the pastoral nomads.

Generally, two groups clashed over land rights (this being the main cause of conflict among the cultivators) 

if the disputed piece of land had originally been communal property utilised by all for grazing their animals 

and then one group decided unilaterally to convert it to farmland and claim it as its own exclusive property. 

The heated arguments resulting from this could sometimes develop into an armed conflict between clans. 

For the most part, however, their conflicts were limited to personal quarrels over rent or the demarcation 
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of farm boundaries.

In the regions of Bay and Bakool, farmers’ conflicts often took the form of disputes over farm boundaries 

involving a practice that s known locally as Dacar-siib or ‘’aloe uprooting’’ the most common way of 

marking farm boundaries was to plant a row of aloe plants along the borderline between two adjacent plots. 

It sometimes happened that an unscrupulous farmer would sneak out at night and uproot the aloes and then 

proceed to replant them along .a new line some distance into his neighbour’s plot thus shrinking its size 

while enlarging that of his own. The argument arising from these acts resulted sometimes in a widening of 

the conflict to involve the respective clans of the original disputants. Such incidents did take place despite the 

fact that the inter-riverine people were a relatively peaceful people who often prayed that:

May Allah not throw us into the fire [of hostilities] ignited by a wicked man.

It also happened sometimes that someone would drive his animals to graze in the farm of another when the 

crop was stilt unharvested, thus causing it to be ruined. Such an action could also lead to violence and group 

conflict which, nevertheless, rarely went out of control_ Even in such cases, recourse to violence was made 

only if the offending party refused to pay the necessary compensation.

2.6. RELIGIOUS SECTS
In addition to the foregoing causes of war, most Somalis were also involved in religious and territorial wars 

pitting them against neighboring peoples of other religious and ethnic affiliations. Likewise, sect-based 

clashes related to different interpretations of Islam did sometimes occur among the Somalis themselves. Of 

these the most famous is the war of the Bardhere Community whose events were related to us as follows:

'O�UFC�M?OB�@CUWCCO��ǔEPYC�?OB�5?OM?WCYO��WFGAF�POAC�A?NC�VOBCS�UFC�ǌVMC�Pǔ�UFC�1VMU?O?UC�Pǔ�UFC�%CMCBG��

POMY�UFC�/?BGSGY?�1VĂ�TCAU�Pǔ�'TM?N�W?T�QS?AUGTCB��?OB�UFGT�W?T�FC?BCB�@Y�UFC�1VMU?O�FGNTCMD����NVMM?F�@Y�UFC�

O?NC�Pǔ�1FCGLF�&?TT?O�(C@CǍPW�USGCB�UP�GOGUG?UC�?O��FNCBGY?�@ǍPUFCǍFPPB�GO�UFC�T?NC�?ǍC?��@VU�FGT�CĀPǌUT�

WCǍC�UFW?ǌUCB�@Y�UFC�TVMU?O?UC��1FCGLF�(C@CǍPW�NGES?UCB�UFCǍCǔPǍC�UP�UFC�?ǍC?�Pǔ� ?ǍBFCǍC�GO������?OB�UFCǍC�

FC�TVAACTTăVMMY�CTU?@MGTFCB�UFC��FNCBGY?�@ǍPUFCǍFPPB�WFPTC�ǔPMMPWCST�COE?ECB�GO�AVMUGù?UGPO�?OB�ǍCMGEGPVT�

TUVBY��2FC�ACOUǍC�W?T�A?MMCB�|UFC� ?ǍBFCǍC�!PNNVOGUY}���ăUCS�UFC�Q?TTGOE�?W?Y�Pǔ�1FCGLF�(C@CǍPW��FC�W?T�

TVAACCBCB�?T�MC?BCS�Pǔ�UFC�!PNNVOGUY�@Y�1F?SGǔ�'@S?FGN�WGUF�1F?SGǔ��@BGS?FN?O�?T�FGT�BCQVUY�

1VMU?O�7VTVǔ��FNCB�Pǔ�UFC�%CMCBG�TUǍPOEMY�ǍCTCOUCB�UFC�TVAACTT�?OB�EǍPWGOE�?QQC?M�Pǔ�UFC��FNCBGY?�TCAU�@?TCB�

GO� ?ǍBFCǍC�WFGAF�FC�T?W�?T�?�UFǍC?U�UP�FGT�PWO�/?BGSGY?�@S?OAF��&C��UFCǍCǔPǍC��BCAGBCB�UP�BCTUǍPY�GU��2P�UFGT�

COB��FC�PǍBCǍCB�FGT�TV@JCAUT�?OB�APƧǍCMGEGPOGTUT�UP�QǍCQ?ǍC�ǔPS�?�JGF?B�A?NQ?GEO�UP�CS?BGA?UC�UFC�PĀCOBGOE�

APNNVOGUY�WFGAF�UFǍC?UCOCB�UFC�CXGTUCOAC�Pǔ�UFCGS�PWO�TCAU��2FGT�W?T�BPOC�GO������WFCO�1VMU?O�7VTVD��?U�UFC�

FC?B�Pǔ�?O�?SNY�Pǔ�?@PVU�ǔPǌUY�UFPVT?OB�NCO��M?VOAFCB�?O�?UU?AL�PO�UFC� ?ǍBFCǍC�APNNVOGUY�WFGAF�@CA?NC�

UFC�TACOC�Pǔ�GOUCOTC�ĂEFUGOE�?OB�NCǍAGMCTT�LGMMGOE��2FC�NCN@CST�Pǔ�UFC�APNNVOGUY��WFP�WCǍC�PVUOVN@CǍCB�@Y�

?�S?UGP�PĀ�ùGC�UP�POC��WCǍC�APORVCǍCB�?OB�@ǌVU?MMY�N?TT?AǍCB���NPOE�UFC�A?TV?MUGCT�WCǍC�1F?SGǔ�'@S?FGN�?OB�

1F?SGǔ��@BGS?FN?O��UFC�UWP�MC?BCST�Pǔ�UFC�APNNVOGUY���MTP��UFC�APNNVOGUY}T�FPNCT�?OB�ǔ?SNT�WCǍC�@VSOCB�

BPWO�APNQMCUCMY��2FC�ǌVGOT�LCQU�TNPVMBCSGOE�ǔPS�?�MPOE�UGNC�?OB� ?ǍBFCǍC�W?T�?�BCTPM?UC�?OB�VOGOF?@GUCB�

QM?AC�ǔPS�UFC�ǔPMMPWGOE�UWCOUY�YC?ST�PS�TP�

'O�?OPUFCS�APOăǍPOU?UGPO�Pǔ�ǍCMGEGPVT�APNNVOGUGCT��1?YGB�+PF?NNCB��@BVMMC�&?TT?O�?SSGùCB�ăǍPN��S?@G?�

UPW?ǍBT�UFC�COB�Pǔ�UFC���UF�ACOUVǌ̀�@SGOEGOE�WGUF�FGN�?�OCW�1VĂ�TCAU�A?MMCB�UFC�1?MGFGY?�?OB�A?MMGOE�PO�UFC�

QCPQMC�UP�U?LC�VQ�?SNT�?OB�M?VOAF�?�JGF?B�PO�UFC�ǔPǍCGEOCST�WFP�F?B�?QQǍPQSG?UCB�UFCGS�APVOUǌ̀�?OB�WCǍC�

Uǌ̀GOE�UP�AF?OEC�UFCGS�ǍCMGEGPO��&PWCùCS��FC�TPPO�ǔPVOB�FGNTCMǔ�MPALCB�GO�?�@GUUCS�GBCP�PEGA?M�APOĄGAU�WGUF�UFC�

MC?BCST�Pǔ�UFC�?MǍC?BY�CTU?@MGTFCB�/?BGSGY?�?OB��FNCBGY?�TCAUT��WFP�ǔCMU�UFǍC?UCOCB�@Y�FGT�OCW�@ǍPUFCǍFPPB�

?OB� TVTQCAUCB� FGN� Pǔ� ?TQGSGOE� UP� ?UU?GO� QPMGUGA?M� QPWCS� UFǍPVEF� ǍCMGEGPO�� 'O� FGT� UVSO�� 1?YGB� +PF?NNCB�

?AAVTCB�UFCTC�MC?BCST�Pǔ�@CGOE�TUPPECT�VTCB�@Y�UFC�APMPOG?M�QPWCST�UP�VOBCSNGOC�FGT�ăǍCCBPN�NPùCNCOU��2FC�

?OU?EPOGTN�@CUWCCO�UFC�UWP�A?NQT�ǍC?AFCB�GUT�FGEFCTU�QPGOU�WFCO�GO������1?YGB�+PF?NNCB}T�"Cǌ̾GTFCT�
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CXCAVUCB�1FCGLF��W?YT�+PF?NNCB��MƧ ?S?WG��@CUUCS�LOPWO�?T��W?YT��MƧ/?BGSG��WFP�W?T�UFC�MC?BCS�Pǔ�UFC�

/?BGSGY?�TCAU�GO�UFC�TPVUF�?OB�F?B�FGT�TC?U�?U�UFC�ùGMM?EC�Pǔ� GYPMCY�

2.7. CULTURE
It should also be noted that the Somali culture itself contributed, to some extent, to the promotion of 

violence and the resolution of conflict through the use of force. A man who was engaged in killing and 

looting was usually’ admired and praised, while a peace advocate was scorned and dismissed as being weak 

and worthless. Also, Somali oral history has preserved a disproportionately large number of stories related 

to those men who had achieved notoriety for their aggressive attitudes and their war-mongering. This may 

be attributed to the harsh conditions of life in the nomadic setting which mandated constant competition for 

the limited natural resources available (e.g. water, grazing and animal stocks) and the culture of raids and 

camel looting which conditioned a person to always brace himself for attacks and their associated shocks 

and to distance himself from any appearance of softness and sentimentality. Such a difficult existence forced 

everyone to try to get more, rather than less, of his share and to brag about any wealth he had secured in this 

manner, as is demonstrated in the following short poem with which a poet wooed his beloved:

O daughter of Diriye, our saddles are kept [ready] outside;

We area people who have benefited by attacks and raids;

[So] just travel hither; I will take you to a home full of fermented camel milk.

The bellicose attitudes thus evolved tended often to encourage friction and clashes. Nonetheless, the 

traditions of fighting with honour and observing the immunity code were never completely abandoned.
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3. THE TRADITIONAL CONDUCT 
OF WARFARE
In speaking of the traditional Somali society, we are not referring to an extinct people who used to exist a long 

time ago. We are rather referring to the customs, attitudes and beliefs of, mainly, the Somali pastoralists, a 

culture which is still in place, although it has been affected by many modern influences. When undertaking 

this exposition on the war culture of such a society, we have in mind an audience of mainly young people who 

have been born and brought up in the towns, and for whom this way of life seems something that belongs 

in the past. In this, we are influenced by the dictum that “only when you know your past can you chart your 

future.” One should abandon the negative aspects of one’s past culture, while adopting its more positive 

parts.

3.1 THE PASTORAL NOMADS
Before going into a description of the positive elements in the culture of earlier Somalis, it is probably more 

appropriate at this point to shed some light on the nature of war in traditional Somali society. Different war 

operations in the inter-clan wars of the past were given different names in accordance with the specific 

objective that each of them was intended to achieve. Therefore, war operations could be classified into the 

following:

1. Offensive or Raid ("VVMM??O)

2. Pursuit (0??ABP)

3. Rearguard Action (%??BNP)

4. Commando Action. (5?ǍCCN?UP�

Following is a description of each of these operations:

3.1.1. OFFENSIVE OR RAID (DUULLAAN)
This was a large. force formation that had been assembled for the purpose of carrying out an attack on the 

enemy_ When the force had been fully mobilized and its provisions readied, a commander was chosen and 

acclaimed, and his lieutenants (who would take over command in the event of his death or incapacitating 

injury) also appointed.

The qualities sought in a commander were bravery, knowledge of war tactics and possession of force 

management skills. He was expected to be a leader who never abandoned his wounded men and who abstained 

from any act of war that would disgrace his lineage. In addition, the force leader was supposed to have an 

awe-striking personality, and to have the reputation of having luck on his side. Finally, he should have led 

his men to victory in past engagements.

Usually, an attack force was made up of the fighters of a single clan, or those from two or three related 

lineages who had the same interests and lived in the same area of settlement. The commander started the 

organization of the force by dividing his men into units according to their clan or sub-clan affiliation. He did 

this so that no unit would abandon its wounded members. Next, he would take stock of the total number of 

weapons carried by the force and its different categories as well as the quantity of ammunitions available so 

that he could ensure their balanced distribution to the various units. 

When the men were ready to move, the commander would announce the names of the poet and the fortune-
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teller of the force for the duration of that particular operation, the different routes to be taken by the different 

units of the force and their point of reassembly prior to launching the attack.

When the force had reached a place that was within attacking distance from the enemy settlement, the 

commander would dispatch a reconnaissance party with the mission of gathering information on enemy 

whereabouts, the location of the grazing grounds of their camels, whether they had been forewarned to the 

impending attack or not, etc. He would also tell them to meet him upon their return at a specific time and 

location.

When the scouts had returned with certain information, the commander would order the force to kill some 

animals for meat, water the horses, tighten their shoe-straps and, in general, get ready for the action ahead. 

While, on his part, he would take his lieutenants aside so they could together put the final touches to the plan 

of attack. When all preparations had been completed, he would mount a horse or a camel and address the 

men of the force, giving them his final instructions related to their conduct during the operation.

The behaviour of the commander and his men during the raid was normally determined by the objectives of 

that particular operation. which would have been clearly defined beforehand. Generally. attack operations 

had either of two aims and were named accordingly: there were BFGMEƧBPPO or “blood-seeking” and BF?E?OƧ

BPPST or “wealth-seeking” raids. The two were the same. however, as far as organisation and planning were 

concerned. The leader specified the nature of the attack to his men and, in the case of a “blood-seeking” or 

murderous operation, gave out the following instructions which were to be strictly followed:

1. There should be no violation of the traditional Somali war conventions;

2. We should not disgrace our lineage; we must fight with integrity and moral reserve;

3. Any male member of the enemy, who is not covered by traditional immunity, should not be spared;

4. The weak and vulnerable members of the enemy such as women, children and the aged should be left 

unharmed;

5. The men of religion who are loaded with holy books in the service of Allah’s cause should be left alone;

6. Those individuals who are unconcerned with, and oblivious to, the war and who are not involved in the 

fighting, should not be killed;

7. We should not abandon our wounded on the battlefield. We should rather fight tenaciously to rescue 

them and evacuate them to safety;

8. The wounded of the enemy must not be finished off; you should rather leave them alone;

9. If certain men belonging to the enemy (specified by their names) are taken alive, they should not be 

killed but delivered to the commander;

10. If one of us pledges his personal protection to a man from the enemy, or if a captured man belonging to 

the enemy invokes the name of a member of our clan, and declares that he seeks the protection of that 

particular kinsman of ours, he should not be touched with harm;

11. You should concentrate on looting the horses and camels and driving away as many of these animals as 

possible. You must also confiscate whatever weapons you can find ;

12. You should leave the cleft-hoofed animals (i.e. cattle, sheep and goats) for the use of weak household 

members; and if a woman comes to you crying on account of a particular animal, then leave it behind 

for her.

13. The sanctity of private homes should not be violated, and their contents should not be touched, except 

for the purpose of getting a drink of water;

The above set of instructions was given out in the particular case of serious hostility when the objectives of 

the raid had been set out as being: to exact revenge, to loot the enemy’s stocks of camels and horses, and to 

kill any adult male from the enemy not protected by the provisions of traditional immunity.

In certain parts of Somali country, the following directions were added to the above list of instructions in the 

event that the raid was being launched against the settlement of a related lineage:
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1. The body of a man who is killed should not be searched for gain and any property that he had with him 

should not be confiscated;

2. The bodies of the enemy dead should not be mutilated or burned; and particularly inhuman methods of 

killing such as choking or strangulation should not be used;

Although it was natural for anyone leading a raid to hope for the success of his operation, the careful 

commander usually expected to meet with any of three eventualities and made his plans accordingly. These 

were:

• That the enemy had not been forewarned and was therefore completely uninformed and unprepared for 

his attack.

• That the enemy had been alerted to the impending attack and had taken defensive measures including 

the deployment of its fighters around its livestock herds. In such a case, there would be no alternative 

to joining battle with the enemy, whatever the outcome.

• That the enemy had learned about the attack and had therefore moved away together with its animal 

stocks, in which case his force would hit an empty settlement, and would therefore suffer from the 

effects of hunger and thirst.

If events went according to the first of these scenarios, and the raid was successful, a poem of boast and 

exultation would be composed and sung by the poet of the force on the way back home.

3.1.2  PURSUIT (RAACDO)
The pursuit force was one that was mobilised for the purpose of giving chase to the raiding force that had 

killed people and looted stock, or that had not killed any people but had only made off with livestock.

3.1.3. REAR-GUARD (GAADDAN)
The rear-guard was made up of a band of warriors who were deployed behind the main raiding force on its 

return journey so they could protect it from attacks to the rear. Such a formation was also called Raacdo-

Reeb, literally meaning “Those who hold back a pursuit force’’.

3.1.4. COMMANDO (WAREEMATO)
This was the name given to a small force that set out with the specific mission of launching a surprise 

attack into enemy territory, killing some people and returning quickly to its own settlement following the 

successful completion of its task.

3.2 THE AGRO-PASTORALISTS (IN THE LAND 
BETWEEN THE TWO RIVERS)
Among Somali agro-pastoralists, specifically those who lived in the land between the two rivers, the 

management of a community’s fighting force was the responsibility of two men who carried the titles of 

+?M??R and %?S??B respectively. The�+?M??R�was the chief of war operations and military commander whose 

duty was to lead the tribal (or communal) force into battle, while the %?S??B played the role of assistant to the�

+?M??R and was responsible for mobilising the clan force. During an operation, he took his position at the rear 

of the force, exhorting his men to go forward while keeping an eye on malingerers and potential deserters. 

Both titles were permanent, and their holders were selected by the council of community elders.

Both the +?M??R and %?S??B were expected to be men of great fortitude and exceptional courage who would 

never run away from a fight or display any signs of fear.. In the unlikely event that one of them did so, he 

would be severely punished and stripped of his title. in addition, the strong social stigma associated with his 

action would even render his daughters unmarriageable. That is why the people of this area have a saying 
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that:

A +?M??R only goes forward, but does not run away [in fear]; a %?S??B may only maneuver, but may 

not turn back.

The people of the two rivers accorded great respect at all times to their +?M??RT and�%?S??BT and readily 

carried out their instructions as evidenced by the proverb;

To an elephant, its tusks are impressive; and to any man, his own +?M??R is impressive.

Also one of the war-related customs of this mainly agricultural part of Somali society required that the 

fighters descended from the first-born son of the common lineage ancestor go into battle ahead of the rest, 

thus usually incurring an unproportionally high number of casualties. There is a dance song, for example, 

which makes the exhortation:

O [descendants of] Hiyaamow? the front position is yours; refuse not the

feeding of vultures [on your dead flesh].

If one of the two sides in a fight retreated in defeat, it was against the customary rules of war to pursue it 

any further.

In the case of intra-Rahanwein wars, the +?M??RT�and the %?S??BT urged their men to confiscatè as many of 

the enemy’s weapons and other fighting gear as possible, but forbade them to loot any livestock whatsoever, 

or to plunder any other private property. The looting of animals was, however, permitted during wars with 

non-Rahanwein clans who were the first to engage in such a practice.

Due to the fact that the inhabitants of the land between the two rivers were mainly settled farmers, no 

displacement of people or occupation of territory normally resulted from their conflicts. The fighters of the 

victorious clan usually marched triumphantly to their own settlement, celebrating their battle success with 

jubilant dance and song.
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4. TRADITIONALLY IMMUNE 
GROUPS (BIRI-MA-GEYDO)
The term has its origins in the practice of abstaining from felling certain trees on account of their shade. 

fruits, rarity or religions associations. It was also used in reference to certain animals whose slaughtering 

was disapproved of such as burden camels, lactating and pregnant animals, etc.. Later, it came to be applied 

to those categories of persons who were to be spared violence at all times because of fear of disgrace or divine 

retribution or because of other practical considerations.

Although the concept is universal among Somalis, it is expressed by different terms in different areas. Some 

of the alternative terms are “Xushmadleyda Xumaha ka Reehban” (The respectable who are spared from 

abuse); “Lama Taabtaan” (the untouchable); “Lama-Dilaan” (those who are not killed).

As has been mentioned already, armed conflicts did take place in the past among the various Somali lineages 

as well as the various segments thereof, whatever the causes giving rise to confrontation. Yet, Somalis were 

always aware of the fact that they needed one another, and were bound to live together. They also knew full 

well that every war, no matter how intense it was or how long it lasted, would ultimately give way to peace. 

They went to great lengths, therefore, to try to prevent hostilities from getting out of hand and reaching such 

a level where feelings of extreme hatred and bitterness would be generated, making it difficult in the end 

to achieve reconciliation and to restore the relations of kinship, affinity and good neighborliness that had 

previously existed between the members of any two warring groups. Thus, although wars and friction were 

commonplace, the parties to a conflict exercised some restraint and submitted in their ‘actions to certain 

culturally defined rules and principles, as indicated by the following line from a poem by Sayid Mohammed 

Abdullah Hassan: 

O junior abandon not charity even though you be committing a wrongful deed.

Or as laid out in the Somali wise saying that states:

The noble do not cut down a tree; and if they do, they do not cut it down as its base.

Traditional Somalis were a people who set great s tore by considerations of honour and who cared greatly 

about their reputation (literally ‘name’).  Any person, or group that committed abominable acts running 

counter to religious principles and violating cultural norms during war, would risk later being shunned and 

ostracized.  The perpetrators of such an ugly deed would also have the memory of their shame preserved 

for posterity by always referring to the time of its incidence as the year in which individual X or clan X had 

debased himself/itself, and had ceased to be pat of the Somali mainstream.  In order to avoid such a fate, 

Somalis used to exhort one another in times of crisis and difficulty by saying: 

O men, the rains will [ eventually] come; let us not disgrace ourselves in the meantime!

Any act of war that was characterised by its excessiveness and exceptional brutality was traditionally referred 

to by Somalis as AVRV@P or A??RGMP, meaning an abominable or evil deed; and it was believed that such an act 

would certainly bring divine retribution to the perpetrator or his offspring even if it took several generations 

to do so. This belief has been given literary expression in the poem that says:

An act of evil lies dormant at the spot where it was committed;

It kills the off-spring of him who had drunk ill-gotten milk.
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In order to ensure that the values of honour and nobility were maintained at all times, traditional Somali 

society evolved a strict code of conduct that clearly defined the categories of people and things that were 

not to be abused in any way during a war. This convention of war, acknowledged and respected by almost 

all Somali pastoral nomads, is commonly known as XCCǍL?�@GSGƧN?ƧECYB?B?, or the “spared from the spear” 

code. Referring to this code, a poet by the name of Dallaayad said in one of his verses:

When the sky has dried up, and the earth has failed to provide a mouthful of grass;

When the axe and the F?OEPM are used to provide the animals with feed until

the coming of the rains;

Even among plants there is a revered tree that is spared the hitting;

So too are there among people those who are immune from violence and

should not be subjected to abuse

He who is known for neither aggression nor impulsive violence;

And who has only his walking stick as a weapon; [such a man] ought to be

Assisted ;

Save for one begotten by an evil mother [i.e. a prostitute]; and is [therefore] a

bastard;

Elders are not harassed by him who is the [true] issue of a man of religion.

The traditional  GSGƧN?ƧECYBP�code covered certain categories of people who, far from being killed or harmed, 

were supposed to be cared for and assisted at all times. Adherence to this code was specially enjoined during 

hostilities. Among the types of persons afforded protection by this code were the women, children, the aged, 

men of religion, the sick, protected persons, guests, envoys etc. Following is an examination of each of these 

categories :

4.1. THE WEAK AND VULNERABLE (MAATO)
This category included women and children who were referred to by the common term of ‘Maxas’ (weak 

household members) plus the aged and the chronically ill.

4.1.1. WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Women and children belonged to the category of weak and vulnerable persons whose harming or abuse was 

generally regarded with strong disapproval. Any man who allowed himself to come down to the lowly level 

of using force against women and children was rightly regarded as a coward who could not face the men in 

battle and was, instead, taking out his anger on the weak and helpless. Looking at this matter from another 

angle, women and children were believed to constitute the “farms” and “seeds” that ensured the survival 

and continuity of society; and killing them was viewed as being tantamount to “cutting down the tree at its 

base”, leading society down the road to annihilation and extinction.

For the man who had the weak and vulnerable members of his family killed, it was something that he never 

forgot or forgave. Thus, the killing of weak household members was often the cause of long-lasting hostilities 

and feuds, as made clear by the saying:

The killing of weak family members leaves behind a festering wound.

Violence against women and children, as well as any other particularly inhumane act of war, was also referred 

to as &GGǍP, meaning “that act which gave rise to lasting resentment and bitterness”, and it is such an act that 

is referred to in the old saying:

One forgets about [confiscated] property; but one does not forget an act of wound.
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Violence against women and children, as well as any other particularly inhumane act of war, was also referred 

to as &GGǍP, meaning “that act which gave rise to lasting resentment and bitterness”, and it is such an act that 

is referred to in the old saying:

One forgets about [confiscated] property; but one does not forget an act of &GSǍP

The deep and lasting sense of grievance and the intense desire for revenge which were usually associated 

with the killing of women and children are demonstrated by the following story:

��N?O�A?MMCB�&VTTCGO�%??ǔPPUC�W?T�UPMB�?T�?�AFGMB�?@PVU�FPW�FGT�ǔ?UFCS�F?B�EǍPWO�VQ�?�NPUFCǍMCTT�PSQF?O�

?ăUCS�FGT��G�C��%??ǔPPUC}T��ES?OBNPUFCS�W?T�LGMMCB�WFGMC�Uǌ̀GOE�UP�QǍCùCOU�?�S?GBGOE�ǔPǍAC�ăǍPN�BSGùGOE�?W?Y�

UFC�ǔ?NGMY}T�TUPAL�Pǔ�A?NCMT��1FC�F?B�TUPPB�GO�ăǍPOU�Pǔ�UFC�A?NCMT�Uǌ̀GOE�UP�TUPQ�UFCN��?OB�UFC�S?GBCST�N?BC�

UFC�?OGN?MT�ǌVO�PùCS�FCS�?OB�AǌVTF�FCS�@PBY�VOBCS�UFCGS�ǔCCU��5FCOCùCS�FC�FC?ǍB�UFGT�TUPǌ̀��%??ǔPPUC�ǔCMU�ùCǌ̀�

@GUUCS�?OB�ǍCTCOUăVM�UPW?ǍB�UFC�QCSQCUS?UPST�Pǔ�UF?U�CXACQUGPO?MMY�AǌVCM�ASGNC�?OB�EǍCW�VQ�OVSTGOE�UF?U�EǌVBEC��

�ăUCS�FC�F?B�ǍC?AFCB�?BVMUFPPB��FC�A?NC�VQPO�UFC�PQQPǌUVOGUY�Pǔ�WPǍLGOE�?T�?�A?NCM�@PY�ǔPS�UFC�T?NC�ǔ?NGMY�

TPNC�Pǔ�WFPTC�NCN@CST�F?B�@CCO�ǍCTQPOTG@MC�ǔPS�UFC�Q?GOăVM�BC?UF��MPOE�?EP��Pǔ�FGT�Q?UCSO?M�ES?OBNPUFCS��

TP�FC�UPPL�GU�ǍC?BGMY��&C�WFGUCB�?W?Y�UFC�UGNC��W?GUGOE�ǔPS�?�TVGU?@MC�PQQPǌUVOGUY�UP�QǍCTCOU�GUTCMǔ�TP�FC�APVMB�

?ùCOEC�UFC�VEMY�LGMMGOE�Pǔ�FGT�ES?OBNPUFCS��2FGT�A?NC�WFCO�POC�OGEFU�?MM�UFC�NCO�ǔCMM�?TMCCQ�GO�ăǍPOU�Pǔ�UFC�

A?NCM}T�QCO��CXF?VTUCB�ăǍPN�UFCGS�B?Y}T�UPGMT��%??ǔPPUC�ǍPTC�TGMCOUMY��UPPL�PVU�FGT�B?EECS��?OB�TMGU�UFCGS�UFǍP?UT�

POC�@Y�POC��&C�UFCO�BGT?QQC?ǍCB�ăǍPN�UFC�TACOC��1PNCUGNC�M?UCS��%??ǔPPUC�ǍCAGUCB�?�QPCN�GO�WFGAF�FC�JVTUGĂCB�

FGT�?AU�?T�MCEGUGN?UC�ǍCùCOEC�ǔPS�WF?U�TPNC�Pǔ�FGT�ùGAUGNT}�ǔ?UFCST�?OB�ES?OBǔ?UFCST�F?B�BPOC�MPOE�?EP�UP�FGT�

ES?OBNPUFCS��'O�FGT�ùCSTC��FC�T?GB�

My caring grandmother;

Why was she killed, and;

Had her jaws crushed?!

Was she leading a raid?!

Fighting is familiar;

And men are known to kill one another

But the execution of women;

Was it part of our tradition?!

And I, because of long-standing bitterness;

That had discoloured my skin;

Have slain the braves;

It was they who would not settle the matter; 

So let the war break out!

Although the death of Gaafoote’s grandmother had taken place a long time ago, it was up to the family of 

her killers to address the grievance resulting from her shockingly cruel demise. The killers of the elderly 

woman had indeed committed a crime that violated both the teachings of Islam and the regulations of Somali 

custom. The grave sin they had committed was, thus, finally visited on their sons and grandsons.

Women, in traditional Somali society, were treated with respect and reserve. They were not associated, like 

men, with a single lineage; but were treated in practice as though they were neutral with regard to clan 

affiliation. This was so because every woman was considered a daughter of the clan by her paternal kin, and 

a potential spouse by the men of ail other clans when she had not married already. After her marriage, she 

would still be a daughter to her paternal clan, but she would also be a respected wife to the clan she had 

married into, and a potential mother-in-law to all others. Therefore, women were accorded a neutral status 

during hostilities, war being regarded to be strictly a men’s game. Even in the rare event that a woman joined 

the fighting on the side of one of the warring groups, and then fell into captivity. she should not have been 

harmed but treated respectfully and later returned safely to her own kin..
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In fact, women were exceptionally affected by the loss of war, since it often happened that the fighting would 

involve a woman’s paternal lineage to which belonged her father, brother and paternal cousins on one side, 

and her clan of marriage which included her husband, sons and brothers-in-law on the other side. Here, a 

woman found herself in a situation similar to that of the man in the proverbial puzzle who was asked “Which 

of your two parents, your mother or your father. should be assigned to hell?” and who answered “By Allah; 

I can respond to that question with only open-mouthed indecision!” Or it was like in the proverb that says:

A she-camel that is thrashed by someone who is ambidextrous ends up with neither of its two sides 

in a sound condition.

Due to the extreme painfulness of finding oneself in such a predicament, women prayed habitually against 

it, and demonstrated the degree of its seriousness by swearing, when taking a most solemn oath, by saying:

May I lose both my sons and my brothers [if I am not telling the truth etc.!

Thus, when women were already subjected to so much stress and grief by war, men normally shied away 

from adding to their misery by visiting more violence on them. Particularly, the practice of raping women or 

subjecting them to any other indignity, be it in war-time or in peace-time, was something alien to Somali 

culture. Since every woman was regarded as either a “daughter” or a potential spouse or a potential mother-

in-law, she could not be treated except with respect, care and kindness. If, however, it happened at all that 

an immoral criminal violated a woman’s dignity by raping her, there were strict customary laws that were 

invoked and agreed ways of redressing the damage. Taking the Issa convention as an example, an act of rape 

was compensated for in the following manner, depending on the category of the victim:

1. A girl of pre-adolescent age (under 15 years) was compensated for with 15 she-camels.

2. A maiden, betrothed to a man, but not wedded yet: 15 she-camels.

3. A woman whose husband had died and who still wore the mourning dress: 15 she-camels.

4. An elderly woman enfeebled by her years: 15 she-camels.

5. A woman who nursed a baby boy: 50 camels

6. A maiden of marriageable age who, nonetheless, was neither married nor betrothed to anyone was to 

be compulsorily married to her assailant with payment of the full bride price she would have normally 

fetched. If he refused to do so, then he was obligated to pay her full blood compensation, amounting to 

50 camels.

There was general consensus among Somalis that women should not be abused during a conflict and that 

their dignity should not be assailed. In fact, the incidence of such acts as rape in the context of conflict were 

quite rare in traditional Somali society, if they took place at all. Rather, sexual attacks took place in times of 

peace and plenty, and were typically perpetrated by young camel herders who had been removed from female 

company for a relatively long period of time.

4.1.2. THE AGED
When a man had grown so old that he was no longer capable of carrying weapons and taking part in a fight, 

he was considered to belong to the class of weak and vulnerable persons. Regardless of the intensity, duration 

and level of mutual enmity in any war, the killing of such a man, just like the killing of women and children, 

was cause for disgrace and for the further aggravation of hostilities. A story about the resentment that 

usually arose from the maltreatment of the old runs as follows:

��TCùCǍC�BǍPVEFU�POAC�?ĀCAUCB�UFC�?ǍC?�Pǔ�#MƧ VS�GO�ACOUS?M�1PN?MG?��2FC�ǔ?NGOC�E?ùC�SGTC�UP�EǍPVQT�Pǔ�@?OBGUT�

WFP�ǍP?NCB�UFC�APVOUǌ̀TGBC�?OB�ǍP@@CB�QCPQMC�Pǔ�WF?UCùCS�@CMPOEGOET�UFCY�A?SSGCB�WGUF�UFCN��-OC�B?Y��UFCY�

A?NC�?AǍPTT�?O�CMBCǍMY�N?O�WFP�W?T�US?ùCMMGOE�?MPOC�A?Sǌ̀GOE�TPNC�NGML�UF?U�QǍPùGBCB�FGT�POMY�NC?OT�Pǔ�

TVTUCO?OAC�PO�UFC�W?Y��2FCY�ǍP@@CB�UFC�PMB�N?O�Pǔ�UFC�NGML�?OB�BS?OL�GU�UFCNTCMùCT��2FC�PMB�N?O�APOUGOVCB�

FGT�JPVSOCY�TVǌ̾GùGOE�PO�WGMB�ăǌVGUT�?OB�CBG@MC�EVNT��4Cǌ̀�CXF?VTUCB�?OB�PO�UFC�@SGOL�Pǔ�TU?ǌ̾?UGPO��FC�W?T�

@?ǍCMY�?@MC�UP�ǍC?AF�UFC�TCUUMCNCOU�Pǔ�FGT�PWO�LGOTNCO��5FCO�FC�ǍCM?UCB�FGT�CXQCSGCOAC�PO�UFC�W?Y�UP�UFC�NCO�
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Pǔ�UFC�TCUUMCNCOU��UFCY�WCǍC�GOAǍCBVMPVT�?OB�ùGCWCB�UFC�GOAGBCOU�?T�?O�?AU�Pǔ�NVǍBCS�U?ǍECUGOE�UFC�PMB�N?O�

TGOAC�BCQSGùGOE�FGN�Pǔ�FGT�POMY�ǔPSN�PĀ�PPB�NVTU�F?ùC�@CCO�A?MAVM?UCB�UP�LGMM�FGN���O�?UNPTQFCǍC�Pǔ�UCOTGPO�

W?T�AǍC?UCB�?T�?OEǌ̀�YPVUFT�ǍCM?UCB�UP�UFC�PMB�N?O�TU?ǌUCB�UP�NP@GMGTC�UFCNTCMùCT�ǔPS�?�QVOGUGùC�S?GB�?E?GOTU�

UFC�TCUUMCNCOU�Pǔ�UFC�@?OBGUT}�AM?O��GO�PǍBCS�UP�B?NQCO�UCOTGPOT�?OB�QǍCùCOU�?O�?SNCB�AM?TF�PùCS�UFC�N?UUCS��

?�N?O�A?MMCB��YO?@�"GSTFC�� ǍCTUS?GOCB� UFC�YPVOE�NCO�Pǔ�FGT� TCUUMCNCOU�?OB�� UP�?QQC?TC� UFCN�� ǍCAGUCB� UFC�

ǔPMMPWGOE�QPCN�GO�WFGAF�FC�ASGUGAGTCB�UFC�@?OBGUT}�MGOC?EC�ǔPS�UFC�AǌVCM�?AU�Pǔ�GUT�YPVOE�NCN@CST�

The news that has been relayed concerning the misdeed by the men in El-Bur; [Is one] which I am 

still unable to comprehend or describe;

Our traditions are unique; and what has never been told

Is] an eighty-year old man whose eye-brows have been denuded by age and 

who was wearied by his long walk

And who was on the road; some people are in better condition than others

The maltreatment he was subjected to by the thieving bandits

Who confiscated his milk container; his only supply in the season of drought;

And for which act no explanation and no apology were given

Now, who would be blamed for the deaths if hostilities do break out?!

5FCO�UFGT�QPCN�W?T�ǍCM?YCB�UP�UFC�TCUUMCNCOU�UP�WFGAF�UFC�AVMQSGUT�@CMPOECB��UFC�ǍCTQPOTG@MC�NCN@CST�Pǔ�UFC�

APNNVOGUY�EPU�UPECUFCS�?OB�BGTQ?UAFCB�?�BCMCE?UGPO�UP�UFC�PMB�N?O}T�AM?O��5FCO�UFC�CMBCST�Pǔ�UFC�UWP�TGBCT�

JPGOUMY�ǍCùGCWCB�UFC�AVTUPN?ǌ̀�ǌVMCT�ǍCM?UCB�UP�UFC�N?MUǍC?UNCOU�Pǔ�UFC�WC?L�?OB�ùVMOCS?@MC��UFCY�?EǍCCB�UF?U�

�'��?�ǍCTUGUVUGPO�Q?YNCOU�@C�N?BC�UP�UFC�PMB�N?O}T�ǔ?NGMY�UP�CS?TC�UFCGS�@GUUCSOCTT�PùCS�UFC�GOAGBCOU������UF?U�GO�

QSGOAGQMC�UF?U�Q?ǌUGAVM?S�?AU�W?T�U?OU?NPVOU�UP�APNNGUUGOE�NVǍBCS�?E?GOTU�UFC�?ECB�N?O��ǔPS�WFGAF�FGT�AM?O�

W?T�COUGUMCB�UP�ǍCACGùC�UFC�ăVMM�Q?YNCOU�Pǔ�FGT�@MPPB�APNQCOT?UGPO�

2FC�AM?O�Pǔ�UFC�AVMQSGUT�?EǍCCB�UP�@PUF�QPGOUT�@VU�WCǍC�CXCNQUCB�ăǍPN�A?Sǌ̀GOE�PW�UFCGS�P@MGE?UGPO�VOBCS�UFC�

TCAPOB�QPGOU��UFC�PMB�N?O}T�LGOTNCO�F?ùGOE�@CCO�T?UGTĂCB�@Y�UFC�ǔ?AU�UF?U�UFCY�F?B�?AACQUCB�UFCGS�EVGMU�?OB�

F?B�TCCNCB�UP�ECOVGOCMY�ǍCEǍCU�UFC�GOAGBCOU�

4.1.3. THE SICK 
Somali convention dictated that, during a war, one was to fight only those who could fight him back. 

Therefore, if, during a raid on a settlement, a sick man, who was bed-ridden with illness, was encountered, 

it was against the established custom to kill him or cause him harm in any other way, since the sick also 

belonged to the general category of weak and defenceless persons whose killing was strictly prohibited .

4.2. MEN OF RELIGION
Somali men were traditionally divided into two general categories: priests and warriors. A man of religion 

was one who was dedicated to the worship of Allah and to the dissemination of his word, and who did not 

engage in certain practices that were the special preserve of laymen such as killing and looting. Priests 

and full-time students of religion did not act on clannish sentiments, did not carry weapons and took no 

part in clan wars. Due to this image of neutrality, they often played an important role in the mediation and 

reconciliation of warring clans.

As a result of their holy and neutral status, men of religion could travel anywhere without the need to carry 

food rations around with them, for they felt confident that they would be welcomed and fed in any settlement 

they came across. The widely held attitude of extending hospitality to priests is depicted in a poem by Sayid 

Mohammed Abdulla Hassan, himself a mullah, as follows:
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For a priest with [holy) books, I should kill a ram;

A mat of treated skin, I should spread out for him in a sheltered spot;

And he should gorge himself on the fat-covered meat of the chest.

Moreover, men of religion were generally believed to possess supernatural powers bestowed upon them by 

Allah as a reward for their piety, and that their blessings and curses were effective. Thus it was a commonly-

held belief that anyone who killed a priest, or caused him harm in any other way, had committed the most 

evil of deeds, and that the inevitable punishment for such a crime would soon come to the perpetrator in this 

world as well as later in the other world.

Illustrative of the lengths to which traditional Somalis went to avoid incurring the grievance of Mullahs is 

the following story:

��S?GBGOE�ǔPǍAC�ăǍPN�&GS?O�?UU?ALCB�?�TCUUMCNCOU�GO�UFC�?ǍC?�PD��@VBW?R�?OB�N?BC�PĀ�WGUF�TPNC�A?NCMT��

&?Mă̿?Y�PO�UFCGS�ǍCUVSO�JPVSOCY��WFGMC�UFCY�BǍPùC�UFCGS�MPPU�Pǔ�A?NCMT�GO�ăǍPOU�Pǔ�UFCN��UFC�NCO�Pǔ�UFC�ǔPǍAC�

OPUGACB�?�TUS?OECS�WFP�W?T�ǔPMMPWGOE�UFCN��2FCY�TUPQQCB��?OB�UFC�N?O�?MTP�TUPQQCB�5FCO�UFCY�TU?ǌUCB�UP�

NPùC�PO�?E?GO�FC�ǍCTVNCB�ǔPMMPWGOE�UFCN��2FC�NCO�@CA?NC�TVTQGAGPVT�?OB�BCTQ?UAFCB�POC�Pǔ�UFCN�UP�EP�

?OB�LGMM�UFC�N?O��2FC�W?SSGPS�ǍC?BGCB�FGT�TQC?S�?OB�WCOU�@?AL�UP�A?Sǌ̀�PVU�FGT�NGTTGPO��@VU�?T�FC�?QQǍP?AFCB�

UFC�TUS?OECS�UFC�M?UUCS�UVSOCB�@?AL�?OB�ĄCB��2FC�W?SSGPS�T?W�?�@PPL�GO�?�AMPUF�A?TC�TWGOEGOE�BPWO�ăǍPN�UFC�

TUS?OECS}T�?SNQGU�?T�FC�S?O�ǔPS�FGT�MGǔC��1P�UFC�W?SSGPS�ǍCUVSOCB�UP�FGT�ǔPǍAC�?OB�UPMB�UFC�NCO�UF?U�FC�UFPVEFU�

UFC�TUS?OECS�UFCY�TCOU�FGN�UP�LGMM�W?T�?�FPMY�N?O�TGOAC�FC�A?SSGCB�?�@PPL�WGUF�FGN��2FCǍCǔPǍC��FC�T?GB��FC�MCăU�

FGN�?MPOC�TGOAC�FC�APVMB�OPU�@SGOE�FGNTCMǔ�UP�F?SN�?�N?O�Pǔ�%PB�

-O�UFC�CùCOGOE�Pǔ�UFC�T?NC�B?Y��UFC�NVMM?F�?QQǍP?AFCB�UFC�NCO�Pǔ�UFC�ǔPǍAC�WFP�F?B�A?NQCB�ǔPS�UFC�OGEFU�

?OB�LGMMCB� TPNC� A?NCMT� ǔPS�NC?U��&C�EǍCCUCB� UFCN� GO� UFC�+VTMGN�W?Y�?OB� UFCO� T?GB�� �'� ?N�?�QSGCTU�� ?OB�

TPNC�Pǔ�UFCTC�A?NCMT�YPV�F?ùC�MPPUCB�@CMPOE�UP�NC��'�ǍCRVCTU�YPV�UP�EGùC�NC�@?AL�NY�A?NCMT���2FC�NCO�Pǔ�

UFC�ǔPǍAC�APOǔCSǍCB�@SGCĄY��?OB�UFCO�?TLCB�UFC�NVMM?F�UP�TWC?S�PO�FGT�PWO�FPMY�@PPL�UF?U�FC�WPVMB�U?LC�PVU�

ăǍPN�UFC�FCǍB�POMY�UFPTC�?OGN?MT�UF?U�@CMPOECB�UP�FGN���OB�TP�FC�BGB��GO�UFGT�N?OOCS�UFC�NVMM?F��WFP�W?T�

A?MMCB�FNCB��W?T�?@MC�UP�ECUƧ@?ALƧFGTƧMPPUCB�A?NCMT�

4.3. PROTECTED PERSONS
Any-man who lived with his mother’s people or his affines, or who otherwise happened to be in a settlement 

where his own lineage was in the minority, was considered a +?E?O�or protected person in the event that war 

broke out between his own clan and that in whose midst he lived. The responsibility for protecting him fell 

to the whole clan in general, and to a certain group or individual within that clan, in particular. It was also 

common that some people belonging to one or the other of the two warring lineages would seek protection 

with a third, uninvolved lineage. In addition to these two categories, there were those war captives who had 

sought, and received, the protection of an individual, or group, belonging to the lineage of their captors. 

Whatever their case, protected persons were not killed by those under whose protection they had placed 

themselves; and if an outside group killed them, it was considered by the protectors as a serious affront 

to their honour and a direct challenge to their power and credibility which could only be settled through 

engaging the offenders in direct combat. To the man whose protected ward had been killed, it was as if the 

perpetrators had targeted him with their act. The intensity of the emotions associated with such a situation 

is illustrated by Abdillahi Hinnig in the following lines of poetry:

If your brother is subjected to a night attack, you may claim compensation; Any other offence may be 

ignored; the opportunity will come for you to repay it.

[But] He who has killed your protected ones has targeted you [as surely] as is if he were [the angel 

of] Death.
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It was this principle of providing protection to those seeking it that Somalis observed with a great degree of 

seriousness. Anyone who violated this custom was considered guilty of the worst crime. The seriousness with 

which this customary obligation was regarded by traditional Somalis is illustrated by the following story:

'U�GT�T?GB�UF?U�?�ACǌU?GO�N?O}T�APW�F?B�EGùCO�@GǌUF�UP�?�N?MC�A?MD��WFCǍCVQPO�FC�BCAGBCB�UP�LGMM�UFC�A?Mǔ�GO�PǍBCS�

UP�T?ùC�ǔPS�FGT�ǔ?NGMY�UFC�TF?ǍC�Pǔ�UFC�APW}T�NGML�UF?U�WPVMB�@C�APOTVNCB�@Y�UFC�A?Mǔ�Gǔ�GU�MGùCB��2FC�MGUUMC�A?Mǔ�

S?O�GOUP�UFC�FPVTC�Pǔ�?�OCWMYƧWCB�APVQMC��'UT�PWOCS��WGCMBGOE�UFC�LOGǔC�WGUF�WFGAF�FC�W?OUCB�UP�TM?VEFUCS�

ǔPMMPWCB�GU�GOUP�UFC�FPVTC��&PWCùCS��FC�W?T�GOUCǍACQUCB�@Y�UFC�FPVTC�PWOCS�?OB�EǍPPN�WFP�?TLCB�FGN���OPU�

BP�YPV�W?OU�UP�BP�WGUF�UFC�MGUUMC�A?Mā����M�W?OU�UP�LGMM�GU��T?GB�UFC�PWOCS�Pǔ�UFC�MGUUMC�A?Mǔ��"-�'�FC?S�YPV�T?Y�UF?U�

YPV�W?OU�UP�LGMM�UFC�MGUUMC�?OGN?M�UF?U�F?T�TPVEFU�NY�QǍPUCAUGPO���?TLCB�UFC�@SGBCƧEǍPPN�WGUF�GOAǍCBVMGUY��

�5F?U�@VTGOCTT�Pǔ�YPVST�GT�GU��'U�GT�NY�A?Mǔ�?OB�'�WGMM�BP�WGUF�GU�WF?UCùCS�'�QMC?TC`��ǍCUPǌUCB�UFC�PWOCS�Pǔ�UFC�

QPPS� MGUUMC�@C?TU��2FC�?ǍEVNCOU�@CA?NC�TP�FC?UCB�UF?U� GU� MCB�UP�?�ĂEFU�@CUWCCO�UFC�UWP�NCO�GO�WFGAF�POC�

Pǔ�UFCN�W?T�LGMMCB�2FC�GOAGBCOU�GNNCBG?UCMY�USGEECǍCB�?�TQMGU�GO�UFC�APNNVOGUY��?OB�GEOGUCB�?�W?S�Pǔ�TVAF�

GOUCOTGUY�UF?U�UFCǍC�WCǍC�F?ǍBMY�?OY�TVǌ̾GùPST�

Of protected persons, those related to their protectors through marriage enjoyed a special position and were 

the least likely to be harmed, no matter what the circumstances. The following story serves to illustrate this 

point:

�@PVU�����YC?ST�?EP��UWP�AM?OT�GOF?@GUGOE�UFC�ǍCEGPO�Pǔ�%?ME?BVB�@CA?NC�GOùPMùCB�GO�?O�?SNCB�APOĄGAU�WGUF�

POC�?OPUFCS��-O�?�Q?ǌUGAVM?S�B?Y��?ăUCS�TCùCS?M�GNQPǌU?OU�NCO�@CMPOEGOE�UP�POC�Pǔ�UFCN�WCǍC�ǍCQPǌUCB�UP�F?ùC�

@CCO�LGMMCB�GO�UFC�ĂEFUGOE��TPNC�YPVOE�NCO�MPTU�UFCGS�FC?BT�?OB�TU?ǌUCB�UP�ǍPVOB�VQ�TPNC�NCO�WFP�@CMPOECB�

UP�UFC�?BùCST?ǌ̀�AM?O�@VU�WFP�WCǍC�N?SSGCB�UP�B?VEFUCST�Pǔ�UFC�?EESGCùCB�EǍPVQ�?OB�MGùCB�WGUF�UFCGS�GOƧM?WT��

2FCY�@ǍPVEFU�UFCN��UGCB�VQ�GO�ǍPQCT��UP�?�QM?AC�WFCǍC�UFC�TCUUMCNCOU}T�ǔPǍAC�W?T�@CGOE�NP@GMGTCB��TP�UFCY�APVMB�

@C�CXCAVUCB�UFCǍC���NPOE�UFPTC�U?LCO�A?QUGùC�GO�UFGT�N?OOCS�W?T�?�N?O�A?MMCB�)PTFGO�3E?T��&C�ǍCRVCTUCB�UF?U�

FC�@C�?MMPWCB�UP�TQC?L�@CǔPǍC�FC�W?T�LGMMCB��?OB�FC�W?T�ES?OUCB�QCSNGTTGPO�UP�BP�TP��&C�T?GB�UF?U�Gǔ�FC�?OB�UFC�

PUFCST�WCǍC�LGMMCB��UFCGS�BC?UFT�WPVMB�TCǌ̾C�UP�ăVǌUFCS�?EES?ù?UC�UFC�CXGTUGOE�FPTUGMGUGCT��?OB�UF?U�UFC�POMY�MPTCS�

WGMM�@C�FGN�WFPTC�B?VEFUCS�WGMM�@C�N?BC�VON?SSG?E?@MC�@CA?VTC�Pǔ�FGT�ùGPM?UGPO�Pǔ�UFC�ǌVMC�ǔPS�QǍPUCAUGOE�

GOƧM?WT�MGùGOE�WGUF�FGN��&C�VǍECB�UFCN�UP�UFGOL�WCMM�@CǔPǍC�UFCY�UPPL�?OY�?AUGPO�UF?U�UFCY�NGEFU�ǍCEǍCU�M?UCS��

2FC�MC?BCST�Pǔ�UFC�?TTCN@MCB�ǔPǍAC�APOǔCSǍCB�ǔPS�POC�@SGCǔ�NPNCSZU��?OB�BCAGBCB�UF?U�UFC�NCO�WFP�MGùCB�GO�

UFCGS�NGBTU�?OB�WCǍC�N?SSGCB�UP�UFC�B?VEFUCST�Pǔ�UFC�AM?O�TFPVMB�@C�GNNCBG?UCMY�TCU�ăǍCC�?OB�UF?U�UFCY�TFPVMB�

@C�APNQCOT?UCB�ǔPS�UFC�GMMƧUǍC?UNCOU�ùGTGUCB�PO�UFCN�@Y�TPNC�GSǍCTQPOTG@MC�YPVUFT��*?UCS��)PTFGO�3E?T�?OB�

UFC�PUFCST�?AUCB�?T�GOUCSNCBG?SGCT�@CUWCCO�UFC�UWP�W?SSGOE�AM?OT�?OB�WCǍC�?@MC�UP�@SGOE�?@PVU�?�ACTT?UGPO�Pǔ�

FPTUGMGUGCT�

It also happened sometimes that a minority lineage shared the same settlement and moved with a larger 

clan, which made it obligatory on the larger lineage to defend the smaller one against attacks from outside 

since the latter was considered to be under its special protection.

4.4 PEACE DELEGATES
A peace delegation consisted usually of a group of responsible persons who had taken it on themselves to 

seek to restore the peace between two warring groups. The members of such a delegation could belong to one 

or both of the two sides to the conflict or to uninvolved third clans.

Somali custom dictated that the members of a peace delegation should not be harmed while they are 

travelling on their way through the territory of other clans as well as during their stay with the clan of their 

destination. Far from committing violence against them, the. members of a peace delegation were to be 

welcomed and hospitably entertained throughout their stay, even if the peace offer they carried was to be 

rejected. From what has been preserved of Somali history one can find very few occasions in which acts of 

homicide were committed against the members of a peace delegation; and in the rare instances when such 
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a serious violation of established custom had taken place. the news had travelled throughout the length and 

breadth of the Somali territory, creating a reaction of deep shock and indignation everywhere. The shame of 

those who were responsible for the abominable deed was perpetuated by having the story passed down the 

successive generations. The sense of stunned disbelief in which the news of such an unconventional act was 

received is portrayed in the following two lines of poetry:

Since "Cǌ̀??MC and as far back as the time of Prophet Adam;

The slaying of delegates in the shelter of ones own home is [something)

unprecedented in the world.

It was a commonly accepted rule that even if a single member of a peace-seeking delegation was killed, it 

was considered to be the same in its moral effect as killing all members of the delegation and the guilty party 

was required to pay the blood compensation due for all of them.

-OAC�VQPO�?�UGNC��UWP�MGOC?ECT�GO�UFC�,PǌUF�#?TU�Pǔ�1PN?MG?�@CA?NC�GOùPMùCB�GO�?O�?SNCB�APOĄGAU�WGUF�C?AF�

PUFCS=�$PMMPWGOE�?�MPOE�BS?WOƧPVU�W?S��POC�Pǔ�UFCN�BCAGBCB�UP�TCOB�UP�UFC�PUFCS�?�QC?ACƧTCCLGOE�BCMCE?UGPO�

Pǔ����NCO��3OǔPǌUVO?UCMY��POC�Pǔ� UFC�QC?AC�BCMCE?UCT�@CA?NC� GOùPMùCB� GO�?O�?ǍEVNCOU�WGUF�?�NCN@CS�Pǔ�

UFC�FPTU�AM?O��WFGAF�COBCB�GO�UFC�BCMCE?UC�@CGOE�TCSGPVTMY�WPVOBCB��2FC�NCO�Pǔ�UFC�FPTU�CM?O�QPGOUCB�PVU�UP�

POC�?OPUFCS�UF?U�Gǔ�UFC�N?O�BGCB�Pǔ�FGT�WPVOBT��?MM�UWCOUYƧĂùC�NCN@CST�Pǔ�UFC�QC?AC�BCMCE?UGPO�WPVMB�@C�

APOTGBCǍCB�UP�F?ùC�@CCO�LGMMCB��2FCY�APOAMVBCB��UFCǍCǔPǍC��UF?U�Gǔ�UFC�WPVOBCB�N?O�BGCB��UFCY�WPVMB�?MTP�LGMM�

UFC�ǍCTU�Pǔ�UFC�BCMCE?UGPO�TGOAC�UFCY�WPVMB�@C�ǍCRVGǍCB�UP�Q?Y�UFCGS�@MPPB�APNQCOT?UGPO��?OY̿?Y��2FC�N?O�

BGCB�?OB��UFCǍCǔPǍC��UFC�ǍCTU�Pǔ�UFC�BCMCE?UGPO�W?T�QVU�UP�BC?UF��WGUF�UFC�CXACQUGPO�Pǔ�POC�N?O�WFP�TPVEFU�

?OB�ǍCACGùCB�UFC�QǍPUCAUGPO�Pǔ�FGT�N?UCSO?M�VOAMCT���ăUCS�@CGOE�T?ǔCMY�U?LCO�UP�UFC�UCSSGUPǌ̀�Pǔ�FGT�PWO�AM?O��

UFGT�MPOCMY�TVǌ̾GùPS�ǍCM?UCB�UP�FGT�LGOTNCO�UFC�US?EGA�ǔ?UC�Pǔ�UFC�PUFCS�NCN@CST�Pǔ�UFC�BCMCE?UGPO��2FC�OCWT�

PAA?TGPOCB�?�NPTU�TUGSSGOE�QPCN�UF?U�F?T�@CAPNC�WGBCMY�LOPWO�@Y�UFC�O?NC�Pǔ�|"?S@?B??MCY}�@Y�?�QPCU�A?MMCB�

�W�+VTTC��2FGT�GOĄ?NN?UPǌ̀�QPCN�GO�WFGAF�UFC�?VUFPS�CXFPǌUT�FGT�LGOTNCO�UP�?ùCOEC�UFC�BC?UF�Pǔ�UFC�TM?GO�

QC?AC�BCMCE?UCT��MCB�UP�?�ǍCTVNQUGPO�Pǔ�FPTUGMGUGCT�PO�?O�VOQǍCACBCOUCB�TA?MC��2FC�?MMƧPVU�W?S�UF?U�ǔPMMPWCB�

UFGT�GOAGBCOU�UPPL�?�MPOE�UGNC�UP�BGC�BPWO��?OB�ǍCTVMUCB�GO�VOUPMB�BCTUǌVAUGPO�UP�@PUF�MGǔC�?OB�QǍPQCǌUY��2FGT�

Q?ǌUGAVM?S�TUPǌ̀�Pǔ�UFC�TM?GO�QC?AC�BCMCE?UCT�TQǍC?B�S?QGBMY�UP�?MM�APSOCST�Pǔ�1PN?MG�UCSSGUPǌ̀�?OB�UFC�?AU�W?T�

TUǍPOEMY�APOBCNOCB�

The peace seeking delegation sent by one of two warring groups to its adversary is known in some regions as 

igalliini (meaning peace offer), and there is a common saying in those places that:

Rejecting a peace offer is followed by regret.

It was obligatory that a peace offer be accepted. If the party receiving the offer reacted negatively to it, it 

was considered by all to be the aggressor, and any measures taken by its adversary to counter this arrogant 

attitude was deemed to be quite legitimate. For example, it is said that…

 

�� �� UWP�TCAUGPOT�Pǔ�?�AM?O�GOBGECOPVT�UP�UFC�+GBBMC�1F?@CMMC�ǍCEGPO�WCǍC�GOùPMùCB�GO�NVUV?M�FPTUGMGUGCT��-OC�

Pǔ�UFCN�TCOU�?�BCMCE?UGPO�WGUF�?�ǍCAPOAGMG?UGPO�PĀCS�UP�UFC�PUFCS��@VU�UFC�BCMCE?UGPO}T�NCTT?EC�W?T�ǍCJCAUCB��

2WP�NPǍC�BCMCE?UGPOT�ǔPMMPWCB��@VU�UFCY�UPP�WCǍC�ǍC@VĀCB��$GO?MMY��?�W?SSGPS�A?MMCB�&?ǌVS�"?@?J?W��WFP�

@CMPOECB�UP�UFC�AM?O�TCAUGPO�UF?U�W?T�TCCLGOE�QC?AC��TCMCAUCB�?�ǔPǍAC�Pǔ����WCMM�?SNCB�ĂEFUCST�?OB�MCB�UFCN�

UP�UFC�ùGAGOGUY�Pǔ�UFC�COCNY}T�TCUUMCNCOU��WFCǍC�?T�GU�F?QQCOCB�NPTU�Pǔ�UFC�?BVMU�N?MCT�WCǍC�QǍCTCOU�GO�?O�

?TTCN@MY�PS�W?S�APVOAGM��"?@?J?W�PǍBCǍCB�FGT�NCO�UP�NPùC�ǔPǌ̿?ǍB�WFGMC�MPPLGOE�BPWO�?U�UFCGS�ǔCCU��&C�N?BC�

UFCN�N?ǍAF�GO�UFGT�TU?UC�VOUGM�UFCY�F?B�?SSGùCB�?U�UFC�TQPU�WFCǍC�UFC�NCO�Pǔ�UFC�COCNY�WCǍC�?TTCN@MCB��2FCO�

FC�UPMB�UFCN�UP�S?GTC�UFCGS�FC?BT�?OB�EP�UP�WPǍL����@MPPBY�@?UUMC�COTVCB��?U�UFC�COB�Pǔ�WFGAF�N?OY�NCO�M?Y�

BC?B�WFGMC�N?OY�NPǍC�WCǍC�WPVOBCB��'O�UFC�COB�GU�W?T�UFC�Q?ǌUY�UF?U�F?B�APOTGTUCOUMY�ǍCJCAUCB�UFC�PĀCST�PăQ�

C?AC�UF?U�OPW�TCOU�?�BCMCE?UGPO�TCCLGOE�?O�COB�UP�UFC�FPTUGMGUGCT��'UT�PùCǌUVǍC�W?T�WCMAPNCB�?OB�ǍCAPOAGMG?UGPO�

TPPO�ǔPMMPWCB�
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1PNCUGNC�M?UCS�&?ǌVS�"?@?J?W�W?T�UC?TCB�@Y�TPNC�NCOăǍPN�FGT�PWO�AM?O�TCENCOU�WFP�UPMB�FGN���&?ǌVS��

YPV�N?BC�UFC�WPSTU�BCAGTGPO�@Y�MC?BGOE�?O�?UU?AL�ǔPǍAC�?MM�UFC�W?Y�ăǍPN��R?@�"V@�UP��E?�1?@MC��'�BGB�OPU�BP�

TP�UP�N?LC�VT�UFSGùC�GO�OVN@CST���FC�ǍCUPǌUCB���'�BGB�GU�S?UFCS�TP�PVS�NCUUMC�WPVMB�@C�ǍCAPEOGTCB��?OB�GU�W?T`�

4.5. TRADITIONAL LEADERS (TITLED CLAN HEADS)
Somali society was made up of clans each of which normally had its own titled head whose accession to the 

position was endorsed by most or all of the segments of the clan and whose counsel and advice were given 

due respect. Although the office was usually hereditary, its occupant was expected to possess the qualities 

of responsibility, tolerance, generosity, refined behaviour, commanding appearance and religious piety. The 

titled head of clan was a man who had the common good at heart, and who worked for the promotion of 

peace and the prevention of hostilities. Therefore, a traditional leader (e.g. 1VMU?O��3E?T�� PEPS��5?@?S��%?S?B��

'N?N, etc.) was considered to belong to the category of immune persons. Committing acts of homicide or 

humiliation against such a person was strictly discouraged. Somalis have a saying that:

The three categories with head dresses should be spared (i.e. clan heads, mullahs, and women)

The role of traditional leaders was in general a mainly advisory one. Their rule was based on consensus 

building, holding together the various sections of the clan and officiating in their quarrels with neutrality. It 

was not based on the use of force and the exercising of dictatorial power, practices which went against the 

love of independence and equality inherent in the Somali character. In the event that the leader failed to live 

up to his role of consensus making and impartiality, it was possible to strip him of his head dress (symbol of 

authority) or to withdraw one’s allegiance to him as happened when…

ú3E?T�&?TFG�WFP�W?T�UFC�UGUMCB�FC?Bǔ�PS�?�1PN?MG�AM?O�WFPTC�O?UGùC�TCUUMCNCOU�GT�GO�UFC�?ǍC?�Pǔ�"PMMP�?OB�

&?WB�?@VTCB�UFC�ǍCTQPOTG@GMGUY�Pǔ�UFC�PąAC�COUǌVTUCB�UP�FGN�@Y�FGT�AM?OTNCO�?OB�COE?ECB�GO�ǔ?ùPVSGUGTN��

OCQPUGTN�?OB�BGAU?UPSTFGQ��2FCTC�QS?AUGACT�Pǔ�UFC�3E?T�?OECǍCB�TP�N?OY�Pǔ�FGT�LGOTNCO�UF?U�?O�?TTCN@MY�W?T�

A?MMCB�UP�WFGAF�@PUF�FC�?OB�FGT�BCUS?AUPST�WCǍC�GOùGUCB�TP�UF?U�@PUF�TGBCT�APVMB�QǍCTCOU�UFCGS�A?TC�UP�UFC�ECOCS?M�

NCN@CSTFGQ�Pǔ�UFC�AM?O��+?OY�QCPQMC�?BBǍCTTCB�UFC�NCCUGOE��@VU�POMY�UFC�?ǍEVNCOUT�QǍCTCOUCB�GO�QPCUGA�ǔPSN�

F?ùC�@CCO�QǍCTCǌ̾CB��QPCUǌ̀�F?ùGOE�?MW?YT�@CCO�NPǍC�GNQǍCTTGùC�?OB�NPǍC�NCNPS?@MC�UF?O�NCǍC�QǍPTC��'U�

W?T�?MTP�N?GOMY�BVC�UP�UFC�QPWCSăVMOCTT�Pǔ�UFC�ùCSTCT�ǍCAGUCB�GO�UF?U�NCCUGOE�UF?U�N?OY�TCAUGPOT�Pǔ�UFC�AM?O�

BCAGBCB�UP�WGUFBS?W�UFCGS�MPY?MUY�ăǍPN�3E?T��&?TFG�?OB�GOTU?MM�UFCGS�PWO�TCQ?S?UC�FC?BT��2FC�NPTU�ǔ?NPVT�

QPCN�ǍCAGUCB�PO�UF?U�PAA?TGPO�GT�UFC�POC�@Y�1?FGB�/?N?O�UP�WFGAF�UFC�ǔPMMPWGOE�MGOCT�@CMPOE�

When the majority of trees perish in the heat of the dry season;

When people converge on the wells where the animals are taken to water; A lineage whose ranks 

are united will even share the water of a single well; If I am not given so much as a mouthful of 

clear water that is being collected by all :

And if I help in the distribution of honey that is being poured out for other men;

While I just stand there without licking so much as a finger’s load;

To carry long spears in defence of a bark that is not tied around my own head;

And to stand ready at all times with acclamation and greetings;

By the three names of Allah I will not be made to accept such a state of affairs; One thing that was 

transmitted to me by my illustrious father and by [Magan is:

That I should honour men and base the management of their affairs on the principle,

That we are equal and that kinship obligations are reciprocal between us; And that my share in 

such an arrangement is clear; but I reject discrimination; I will not shake hands with him who will 

not spread out the mat [of hospitality] for me,

I will have nothing to do with him who [thinks he] can do without me; 

Of all places I will not seek assistance at the fence where the Son of Afey lives;

I will not submit, like a castrated camel, to having a leading rope around my neck.
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Somali oral history has also transmitted the stories of overbearing and unjust traditional leaders whose 

excesses provoked such a violent reaction on the part of some of their subjects that they were put to death in 

violation of the traditional injunction against the killing of titled clan heads. One of the leaders who met their 

deaths in this manner was Imam Shafe’alawe (meaning the ‘Unbeneficial Imam’) who it is said…

úW?T�UFC�US?BGUGPO?M�ǌVMCS�Pǔ�?�AM?O�GO�UFC�NGBBMC�1F?@CMMC�ǍCEGPO�?@PVU�����YC?ST�?EP���T�GOBGA?UCB�@Y�FGT�

OGALO?NC��UFC�|3O@COCĂAG?M�'N?N}�W?T�?�AǌVCM�MC?BCS�WFPTC�ǍCGEO�W?T�AF?S?AUCSGTCB�@Y�ECOCS?M�PQQǍCTTGPO�

?OB�UFC�ùGPMCOU�TVQQǍCTTGPO�Pǔ�BGTTCOU��-OC�B?Y�?�N?O�PQCOMY�ASGUGAGTCB�UFC�PQGOGPOT�Pǔ�UFC�GN?N�WFP�W?T�OPU�

VTCB�UP�@CGOE�APOUS?BGAUCB�PO�?OY�N?UUCS��2FC�GN?N�W?T�TP�?OECǍCB�@Y�UFC�N?O}T�?VB?AGUY�UF?U�FC�PǍBCǍCB�

FGN�F?OECB�UP�BC?UF�TP�UF?U�FGT�BC?UF�WPVMB�TCǌ̾C�?T�?�BCUCSǍCOU�UP�?MM�QPUCOUG?M�BGTTCOUCST���ăUCS�UFC�N?O�

W?T�UFVT�CXCAVUCB��?�@ǍPUFCS�Pǔ�FGT��WFP�W?T�CN@GUUCǍCB�@Y�UFC�WǍPOEăVMOCTT�Pǔ�FGT�@ǍPUFCS}T�BC?UF�@CA?NC�TP�

COS?ECB�UF?U�FC�UPPL�FGT�TQC?S�?OB�UFǌVTU�GU�UFǍPVEF�UFC�GN?N}T�FC?ǌU�PO�UFC�T?NC�B?Y�UFCǍC@Y�GOTU?OUMY�LGMMGOE�

FGN��2FVT��UFC�|3O@COCĂAG?M�GN?N}�?OB�UFC�ASGUGA�FC�PǍBCǍCB�F?OECB�WCǍC�@VSGCB�PO�UFC�T?NC�B?Y�

Likewise, history has recorded the violent deaths of Imam Issa, the last ruler of the Gareen (Ajuran) dynasty, 

and Bogor Mahammud Yusuf who was a traditional ruler in Somalia’s North-East region after they were 

accused of being high-handed and unfair.

Such exceptional incidents notwithstanding, traditional leaders were generally held in deference and were 

not subjected to abuse of any sort.

4.6. GUESTS
Somalis also greatly cherished the tradition of hospitality towards guests. A guest was a protected person just 

as a protected person was a guest. If a member of the enemy was captured in war and held for the purpose 

of exchanging him for persons taken prisoner by his own group or for any other reason, he was treated as 

a guest, and provided with food, clothes, bedding and medical care. A man could consider himself to be 

absolutely safe as long as he was your guest even though the worst of hostilities might exist between your 

two lineages. Generosity towards guests was one of the qualities that were highly valued in a man while he 

lived and for which he was remembered after his death. For example, Ali Jama Habil, in an eulogy dedicated 

to the memory of a dead kinsman, had the following to say;

Whenever guests arrived while he happened to be with us;

When he, God rest his soul, took home a whole bunch of them;

When you thought the food he had brought was [as plentiful as the waters of] of a pond or a torrential 

flood.

It is a miser who grimaces; the easy laughter he used to let out;

And the anecdotes with which he entertained them, is probably what I miss about him [the most].

4.7. TRAVELLERS
Although their lineages might be engaged in hostilities, the people of adversary clans travelled through each 

other’s territories when the need to procure essential goods arose. A traveller’s life and his goods enjoyed 

traditional immunity if his journey was not for a war-related purpose. To commit violence against a traveller 

or loot his goods was considered to be a serious moral offence and a grave violation of the established social 

norms - it was the cause of lasting disgrace. Ali Jama Habil, one of Sayid Mohammed Abdulla Hassan’s main 

political opponents, said in a poem aimed at discrediting the latter:
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A caravan of travellers used to be assisted; not harmed;

What he does, instead, is cut off their limbs and help himself to the dates;

Do you call such an ‘Italian’ a Mandi? that is astonishing indeed!

4.8. THE UNARMED AND THE NEUTRAL
Those people, living among two. warring camps, who belonged to neither and were not involved in the 

fighting, be they affines or protected persons, as well as their animals, were not touched with harm. Likewise, 

the man who, although belonging to one of the two groups involved in the conflict, did not himself take part 

in the fighting and did not carry any weapons, and the man who happened to be completely unaware of the 

outbreak of hostilities were both generally spared. However, it did sometimes happen that a hamlet which 

was completely ignorant about the recent involvement of its general lineage in a war would be attacked 

by the enemy who took full advantage of its ignorance and lack of preparedness. It also occurred that an 

innocent man would be killed in revenge for someone who was killed by a member of his general clan, and 

about whose death he probably knew nothing. A story illustrating the treatment of unarmed enemy members 

during a war runs as follows:

-OAC�VQPO�?�UGNC��?� ǔPǍAC��?SNCB�WGUF�TWPǍBT�� UF?U�W?T�BGTQ?UAFCB�@Y�LGOE�+COCMGL�Pǔ�#UFGPQG?�� M?VOAFCB�

?O�?UU?AL�PO�?�TCUUMCNCOU� GO� UFC�WCTU�Pǔ� UFC�1PN?MG� UCSSGUPSGCT�� 'O�?BBGUGPO� UP� TWPǍBT�� UFC�NCN@CST�Pǔ� UFC�

ǔPǍAC�WCǍC�?MTP�?SNCB�WGUF�TQC?ST�WFPTC�@M?BCT�?OB�TF?ăUT�WCǍC�@PUF�N?BC�Pǔ�GǍPO��1VAF�TQC?ST�WCǍC�A?MMCB�

�@YTTGOG?O}�TQC?ST��2FC�CXQCBGUGPO�W?T�TCOU�PVU�UP�APMMCAU�U?XCT�@Y�ǔPǍAC��2FC�MPA?M�1PN?MGT�ǍCăVTCB�UFC�Q?YNCOU�

Pǔ�U?XCT��?OB�ĂEFUGOE�@ǍPLC�PVU�GO�WFGAF�UFC�S?GBGOE�ǔPǍAC�W?T�BCǔC?UCB��Q?ǌU�ăǍPN�UFC�ĂEFUGOE�TPMBGCST��UFC�

?UU?ALGOE�ǔPǍAC�GOAMVBCB�NCO�WFP�APPLCB�ǔPPB�ǔPS�UFC�PąACST�?OB�BGB�PUFCS�PǍBGO?ǌ̀�AFPǍCT����N?O�A?MMCB�

�@BVMMC��?EE?OC�TWPǍC�UF?U�UFCY�WPVMB�OPU�@C�CXCAVUCB�@CA?VTC��FC�T?GB��UFCY�WCǍC�VO?SNCB�?OB�WCǍC�OPU�

GOùPMùCB�GO�UFC�ĂEFUGOE��2FCTC�NCO�WCǍC�FCMB�ǔPS�TPNC�UGNC�BVSGOE�WFGAF�UFCY�WCǍC�ǔCB�WCMM�?OB�WCǍC�C?AF�

AMPUFCB�WGUF�UFC�APNNPO�BǍCTT�WPSO�@Y�UFC�MPA?M�QCPQMC��APOTGTUGOE�Pǔ�?�MPGO�AMPUF�?OB�?O�VQQCS�ǍP@C�

�ăUCS�?�WFGMC��?�NCTT?EC�W?T�TCOU�UP�UFC�#UFGPQG?O�EPùCSONCOU�GOǔPSNGOE�GU�UF?U�UFC�NCN@CST�Pǔ�UFC�?VXGMG?ǌ̀�

TU?Ā�WCǍC�?MGùC�?OB�WCMM��?OB�WCǍC�@CGOE�FCMB�@Y�UFC�GOF?@GU?OUT�Pǔ�UFC�TCUUMCNCOU��2FC�EPùCSONCOU�ǍCQMGCB�

@Y�T?YGOE���*CU�UFC�NCO�@C�@ǍPVEFU�UP�VT��?OB�UFCGS�S?OTPN�NPOCY�APMMCAUCB���2FGT�W?T�BPOC�Ƨ�UFC�NCO�WCǍC�

F?OBCB� PùCS� UP� UFC� #UFGPQG?O� ?VUFPSGUGCT�� ?OB� UFC� S?OTPN�NPOCY�W?T� APMMCAUCB� 'U� GT� T?GB� UF?U�WFCO�)GOE�

+COCMGL�W?T�UPMB�UFC�OCWT��FC�BCAǍCCB���2FPTC�WFP�F?ùC�BPOC�UFGT�?ǍC�?�OP@MC�?OB�ǍCTQPOTG@MC�QCPQMC��2FCY�

TFPVMB�@C�TV@JCAUCB�UP�OP�NPǍC�S?GBT���5GUF�UFGT��UFC�M?X�APMMCAUGPO�S?GBT�U?ǍECUGOE�UF?U�Q?ǌUGAVM?S�?ǍC?�WCǍC�

TVTQCOBCB�

During a conflict great care was taken that those people who belonged to neither of the warring groups were 

not affected. This is demonstrated by the following story:

-OAC�VQPO�?�UGNC�UFCǍC�W?T�?O�PVU@ǍC?L�Pǔ�FPTUGMGUGCT�@CUWCCO�UWP�TCENCOUT�Pǔ�?�AM?O�GOF?@GUGOE�UFC�+GBBMC�

1F?@CMMC�0CEGPO���T�UFC�ǔCVBGOE�GOUCOTGĂCB��UFC�UWP�EǍPVQT�NPùCB�UFCGS�A?NQT�?W?Y�ăǍPN�POC�?OPUFCS��?OB�

UFC�?ǍC?�@CUWCCO�UFCGS�UWP�TCUUMCNCOUT�@CA?NC�?O�VOGOF?@GUCB�W?S�ZPOC��ASGTTƧAǍPTTCB�@Y�TAPVUT�PO�UFC�MPPL�

PVU�ǔPS�COCNY�NPùCNCOUT���ăUCS�TPNC�UGNC�F?NMCUT�ăǍPN�?�UFGǍB�VOǍCM?UCB�AM?O�NPùCB�GO�?OB�TCUUMCB�GO�UFGT�

@CMU�Pǔ�OPƧN?O}T�M?OB��?UUS?AUCB�@Y�UFC�?@VOB?OAC�Pǔ�MVTF�ES?ZGOE�?OB�W?UCS�WFGAF�APVMB�OPU�@C�VTCB�@Y�UFC�

FCǍBT�Pǔ�UFC�UWP�W?SSGOE�A?NQT��1GOAC�UFCY�WCǍC�OCVUS?M��UFCY�BGB�OPU�ǔC?S�?UU?ALT�ăǍPN�CGUFCS�Pǔ�UFC�Q?ǌUGCT�

UP�UFC�APOĄGAU��-OC�B?Y��POC�Pǔ�UFC�UWP�EǍPVQT�GOùPMùCB�GO�UFC�APOĄGAU�FCMB�?�ǍCMGEGPVT�ǔC?TU�?U�?�QM?AC�A?MMCB�

 VVS??T�?OB�NCN@CST�Pǔ�UFC�OCVUS?M�AM?O�WCǍC�GOùGUCB�UP�?UUCOB��-O�UF?U�PAA?TGPO��?�N?O�A?MMCB�5?ST?NC�

0VEY?ǍC�TUPPB�VQ�UP�ǍCAGUC�?�QPCN�GO�WFGAF�FC�ǍCEGTUCǍCB�FGT�?QQǍCFCOTGPO�ǍCE?ǍBGOE�UFC�T?ǔCUY�Pǔ�UFC�OCVUS?MT�

@CA?VTC�Pǔ�UFC�B?OECǍPVT�ZPOC�Pǔ�FPTUGMGUGCT�WFCǍC�UFCY�BCAGBCB�UP�TCU�VQ�A?NQ���BBǍCTTGOE�UFCN��FC�T?GB��

Two groups of men have growled at one another;

They have recently had a bitter clash;

And are even now intent on attacking one another;
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So with all due respect, O men!

Please move your camp to one side;

So we can go and search for [the enemy’s] foot marks

�AUGOE�PO�UFGT�QGCAC�Pǔ�?BùGAC��UFC�OCVUS?M�MGOC?EC�NPùCB�GUT�A?NQ�?W?Y�ăǍPN�UFC�ZPOC�Pǔ�FPTUGMGUGCT�?OB�W?T�

UFVT�?@MC�UP�?ùPGB�@CGOE�F?SNCB�@Y�NGTU?LC�

4.9. THE WAR-WOUNDED
There is a controversy as to whether the enemy wounded belonged in the ‘biri-ma-geydo’ class or not. But 

the issue may be viewed in two different ways:’, (1) If a wounded warrior is finished off in the heat of the 

battle, while the fighting still raged on, and neither side had achieved victory, it would be regarded to be 

something normal and quite legitimate. (2) If, on the other hand, after the battle was over, a wounded man 

from the enemy was found on the battlefield, the traditional immunity code would require that he:should not 

be killed but rather cared for and nursed until he was well again. This is so because a wounded man would in 

this case be as helpless and as vulnerable as those belonging typically to the category of weak persons such 

as women, children, the elderly and the sick.

Examining the actual treatment of the war-wounded in traditional Somali conflicts, we find that, generally, 

Somalis followed the practice of sparing the enemy’s wounded who were found lying on the battlefield. These 

were rather taken home, treated for their wounds and given nutritious food to enhance the process of their 

healing. When they had fully recovered, they were made to choose between going back to their own lineage or 

remaining with the family that had taken care of them. It happened often that the man who had been nursed 

and cared for in such a manner would opt to continue to live with his benefactors, in which case he was given 

one of the family’s daughters in marriage as well as a home and animals to enable him establish his own 

family. He thus became an�'O?OƧM?ƧY??M or someone living with his in-laws.

It was, however, the case that the treatment of the wounded members of the enemy who were captured 

actually depended on the level of hostilities and the precedent established by that party which seized 

wounded prisoners first. If they had finished off the wounded men who fell into their hands, it became the 

established practice for that particular war to kill any wounded warriors who were captured_ Likewise, if 

hostilities had reached a very grave level, and a number of important men had been killed on either side, then 

too any wounded members of the enemy who were found were not spared but killed on the spot.

Such exceptional situations notwithstanding, Somalis normally spared the war-wounded and cared for them 

as indicated by the following story.

�@PVU�?�FVOBǍCB�?OB�ĂăUY��YC?ST�?EP��?�S?GBGOE�ǔPǍAC�ăǍPN�UFC�ǍCEGPO�Pǔ�+VBVE�?UU?ALCB�?�TCUUMCNCOU�GO�UFC�

ǍCEGPO�Pǔ�&GS?O�� ?UUMC�W?T�COUCǍCB�GOUP�?OB�UFC�S?GBGOE�ǔPǍAC�W?T�BCǔC?UCB��'U�W?T�?MTP�ǔPǍACB�UP�MC?ùC�@CFGOB�

TPNC�Pǔ�GUT�WPVOBCB�NCO��GOAMVBGOE�POC�@Y�UFC�O?NC�Pǔ�*G@?O�UFC�1FPǌU��1PNC�B?YT�M?UCS��FC�W?T�ǔPVOB�FGBGOE�

GO�UFC�@VTF�@Y�?�EǍPVQ�Pǔ�ǔPVS�@ǍPUFCST���TLCB�UP�GBCOUGằ�FGNTCMǔ�*G@?O�T?GB���'�?N�?�WPVOBCB�N?O�?T�YPV�A?O�

TCC�ǔPS�YPVSTCMùCT��'�W?T�WGUF�UFC�ǔPǍAC�UF?U�?UU?ALCB�YPVS�TCUUMCNCOU�UFC�B?Y�@CǔPǍC�YCTUCǍB?Y��1P��YPV�N?Y�

CGUFCS�ĂOGTF�NC�PĀ�PS�EGùC�NC�TPNC�FCMQ���2WP�Pǔ�UFC�NCO�APVOTCMMCB�UF?U�FC�@C�QVU�UP�BC?UF�� VU�UFC�CMBCTU�

ǍCJCAUCB�UFCGS�TVEECTUGPO�T?YGOE��,P`�2FGT�N?O�WGMM�OPU�@C�LGMMCB�*C?ùC�FGN�UP�NC��

5GUF�UFCTC�WPǍBT��FC�A?SSGCB�*G@?O�UP�FGT�PWO�FPNC��2FCǍC��*G@?O�W?T�OVSTCB�?OB�ǔCB�WGUF�TQCAG?MMY�OVUSGUGPVT�

ǔPPBT�VOUGM�FC�W?T�?@MC�UP�ǍCAPùCS�ăVMMY��WFCǍCVQPO�FC�W?T�UPMB�UF?U�FC�W?T�ăǍCC�UP�EP�FPNC��'OTUC?B�Pǔ�BPGOE�

TP��*G@?O�AFPTC�UP�TU?Y�PO�WGUF�UFC�ǔ?NGMY�Pǔ�UFC�N?O�WFP�F?B�T?ùCB�FGT�MGǔC�?OB�A?ǍCB�TP�WCMM�ǔPS�FGN��2P�UFGT�

B?Y��FGT�BCTACOB?OUT�MGùC�?OB��ǔPS�?MM�QS?AUGA?M�QVSQPTCT��@CMPOE�UP�UFC�T?NC�ǔ?NGMY�?T�UFPTC�Pǔ�FGT�T?ùGPVST�

The humane treatment of the captured war wounded was a gesture of goodwill that was appreciated by the 

other side which responded by doing the same. Thus, it contributed greatly to speeding up the cessation of 
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hostilities and the restoration of peace and harmony. As in the case of murdered women and children, the 

Idlling of a wounded man, in the absence of justifying precedent, gave rise to long-lasting hostility and an 

enduring desire for having justice done. This fact is illustrated by the following story whose events took place 

in the area of Bay and Bakool:

 

$PMMPWGOE� UFC� COB�Pǔ� ?�@?UUMC�@CUWCCO� UWP�EǍPVQT�� ?�WPVOBCB�N?O�WFP� M?Y� GO� UFC�ĂCMB� A?MMCB�PVU� UP� UFC�

|+?M??R}�Pǔ�UFC�COCNY�ǔPǍAC�WFP�W?T�Q?TTGOE�OC?S@Y��5FCO�UFC�|+?M??R}�T?W�UFC�WPVOBCB�N?O��FC�N?BC�

PVU�UP�ĂOGTF�FGN�PĀ�2FC�WPVOBCB�N?O�QMC?BCB�WGUF�FGN�UP�W?GU�VOUGM�FC�F?B�UPMB�FGN�UFǍCC�UFGOET���$GSTU��FC�

T?GB��'�F?ùC�BCMG@CS?UCMY�?UUS?AUCB�YPVS�?UUCOUGPO�WFCO�'�T?W�YPV�Q?TTGOE�@Y��FPQGOE�UF?U�YPV�WPVMB�T?ùC�NC��

1CAPOB��Gǔ�YPV�LGMM�NC�YPV�WGMM�OPU�F?ùC�LGMMCB�?�WFPMC�ĂEFUCS�@VU�?�FCMQMCTT��WPVOBCB�N?O��$?S�ăǍPN�ECUUGOE�

YPV�?OY�NCSGU��TVAF�?O�?AU�WGMM�@C�UFC�A?VTC�Pǔ�BGTES?AC�UP�YPV��2FGǍB��NY�WGǔC�GT�QǍCEO?OU��'U�GT�QPTTG@MC�UF?U�

TFC�WGMM�EGùC�@GǌUF�UP�?�TPO�WFP�WGMM�EǍPW�VQ�UP�?ùCOEC�NY�BC?UF�PO�YPV�Gǔ�YPV�LGMM�NC��� VU�UFC�+?M??R}�LGMMCB�

FGN��?OY̿?Y�

2FC�BC?B�N?O}T�QǍPQFCTY�A?NC�UǌVC��?OB�FGT�QǍCEO?OU�WGBPW�BCMGùCǍCB�?�@?@Y�@PY�WFP��PùCS�UFC�YC?ST��EǍCW�

VQ�GOUP�?�TUǍPOE�YPVUF��-OC�B?Y��UFC�|+?M??R}�WFP�W?T�US?ùCMMGOE�?MPOC��A?NC�VQPO�UFC�F?NMCU�Pǔ�UFC�YPVOE�

N?O�WFPTC�ǔ?UFCS�FC�F?B�LGMMCB�MPOE�?EP��&C�BCAGBCB�UP�TQCOB�UFC�OGEFU�UFCǍC�?T�?�EVCTU��UFGOLGOE�UF?U�UFC�

YPVOE�N?O�WPVMB�OPU�ǍCAPEOGTC�FGN��2FC�YPVOE�N?O��WFP�LOCW�UFC�UǌVC�GBCOUGUY�Pǔ�FGT�EVCTU��@ǍPVEFU�VQ�UFC�

TV@JCAU�Pǔ�FGT�ǔ?UFCS}T�BC?UF�GO�A?TV?M�APOùCST?UGPO��T?YGOE��NY�ǔ?UFCS�W?T�LGMMCB�GO�UFC�@?UUMC�A?MMCB�TP�?OB�

TP�?ăUCS�FC�F?B�@CCO�WPVOBCB�1GOAC�FGT�BC?UF�W?T�OPU�?�ǍCEVM?S�W?SƧǍCM?UCB�A?TV?MUY��'�GOUCOB�UP�AM?GN�FGT�

ăVMM�@MPPB�QSGAC���2FC�|+?M??R}�ǔCGEOCB�?OOPY?OAC��?OB�ǍC@VLCB�FGT�FPTU�WGUF�UFC�WPǍBT��UFC�GOAGBCOU�YPV�?ǍC�

U?MLGOE�?@PVU��Gǔ�UǌVC�?U�?MM��NVTU�F?ùC�U?LCO�QM?AC�?�MPOE�UGNC�?EP��2FCǍC�F?ùC�@CCO�TP�N?OY�PUFCS�GOAGBCOUT�

?ăUCS�UF?U��?OB�?MM�Pǔ�UFCN�F?ùC�@CCO�M?GB�UP�ǍCTU��7PV�UPP��TFPVMB�ǔPǍECU�?OB�TUPQ�@SGOEGOE�VQ�UFC�Q?TU�}}2FC�

YPVOE�N?O�UFCO�TUPPB�VQ�?OB�A?TV?MMY��WCOU�GOUP�FGT�FVU��?OB�TPPO�ǍCUVSOCB�WGUF�?�WC?QPO�WFGAF�FC�VTCB�UP�

LGMM�UFC�|+?M??R}���5FCO�?�MGUUMC�M?UCS�FC�FC?ǍB�TPNC�Pǔ�UFC�WPNCO�ǔPML�GO�UFC�APNQPVOB�Aǌ̀GOE�PVU�GO�?M?SN�

VQPO�BGTAPùCSGOE�UFC�BC?B�@PBY�Pǔ�UFC�|+?M??R}��FC�?OOPVOACB�GO�?�MPVB�ùPGAC��|}'��UFC�TPO�Pǔ�TP�?OB�TP��?N�UFC�

POC�WFP�F?T�LGMMCB�UFC�|+?M??R}���*CU�OP�POC�CMTC�@C�@M?NCB�ǔPS�FGT�BC?UF`}}
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5. PRISONERS OF WAR
As in the case of wounded warriors falling into the•hands of the enemy, it was rare for a man captured in 

battle to be spared when the two sides in a conflict were involved in all-out, unreserved hostilities and were 

said to have a BFGGEƧN?YS or “blood-bath” ensuing between them. However, when the fighting and mutual 

enmity had not reached such a desperate level, and each side wanted to achieve a clean victory over the other, 

the common practice was to spare anyone who was captured in battle, and release him immediately so he 

could go back to his own camp. His mere capture was enough cause for embarrassment to his kinsmen as it 

was the source of exultation and boastful pride to those who had captured, and then released, him. It was the 

general rule that a man who had been taken prisoner in the fighting and then released would never again take 

part in fighting against those who had given him his life:

��N?O�A?MMCB�&?TT?O�1?N?U?S�)F?M?D��WFP�MGùCB�GO�UFC�ǍCEGPO�Pǔ�+VBVE��ǔPVS�ECOCS?UGPOT�@?AL�POAC�MCB�?�S?GB�

?E?GOTU�?�TCUUMCNCOU�GO�UFC�ǍCEGPO�Pǔ�%?MEVBVB��'O�UFC�ĂEFUGOE�UF?U�UPPL�QM?AC��FGT�ǔPǍAC�W?T�BCǔC?UCB��?OB�FC�

FGNTCMǔ�W?T�U?LCO�QSGTPOCS��&C�W?T�?TLCB�@Y�FGT�A?QUPST���5FY�F?ùC�YPV�S?GBCB�VT��BGB�WC�PWC�YPV�?�TAPǍC�UF?U�

YPV�W?OUCB�UP�TCUUMC����,P���ǍCQMGCB�&?TT?O���'�BGB�OPU�F?ùC�?OY�TAPǍC�UP�TCUUMC�WGUF�YPV��@VU�'�F?ùC�FC?ǍB�UF?U�

YPV�WCǍC�?�ù?GO�?OB�?SǍPE?OU�MPU��?OB�'�W?OUCB�UP�@C?U�TPNC�FVNGMGUY�@?AL�GOUP�YPVS�FC?BT��3OǔPǌUVO?UCMY��UFC�

U?@MCT�F?ùC�@CCO�UVSOCB�PO�NC�?OB�FCǍC�'�?N�YPVS�QSGTPOCS�UP�BP�WGUF�?T�YPV�QMC?TC`���U�UF?U��FC�W?T�UǍC?UCB�

WCMM��F?B�FGT�N?ǍC�W?UCǍCB�ǔPS�FGN�?OB�UFCO�UPMB���%P�?ăUCS�YPVS�NCO��?OB�BP�OPU�M?VOAF�?OPUFCS�?UU?AL�PO�

VT}}�

1PNCUGNC� M?UCS�� FGT� TPO��+PF?NNCB�� A?NC� MC?BGOE� ?� S?GB� PO� UFC� T?NC� TCUUMCNCOU�� &C� UPP� F?B� FGT� ǔPǍAC�

BCǔC?UCB�?OB�FGNTCMǔ�A?QUVǍCB�GO�UFC�ĂEFUGOE��&C�W?T�U?LCO�UP�UFC�TQPU�WFCǍC�FGT�ǔ?UFCS�W?T�ǍCMC?TCB�@CǔPǍC�

?OB�?TLCB��"P�YPV�F?ùC�?�EǌVBEC�?E?GOTU�VT��5FY�F?ùC�YPV�?UU?ALCB�VT���+PF?NNCB�ǍCTQPOBCB�@Y�T?YGOE��

�+Y�ǔ?UFCS�W?T�FVNGMG?UCB�BVSGOE�UFC�M?TU�S?GB��?OB�'�W?OUCB�UP�WGQC�PVU�FGT�TF?NC��@VU�UFGOET�F?ùC�OPU�EPOC�

?AAPǍBGOE�UP�NY�QM?O��?OB�OPW�'�?N�?�A?QUGùC�GO�YPVS�F?OBY��?W?GUGOE�YPVS�BCAGTGPO�PO�NY�ǔ?UC���*GLC�FGT�

ǔ?UFCS�@CǔPǍC�FGN��FC�W?T�UǍC?UCB�WCMM��F?B�FGT�FPSTC�W?UCǍCB�ǔPS�FGN�?OB�UFCO�UPMB���7PV�N?Y�EP�OPW�� VU�

ǍCNCN@CS�Gǔ�CGUFCS�Pǔ�YPV�APNCT�@?AL�UP�?UU?AL�VT�?E?GO��WC�WGMM�OPU�TQ?ǍC�YPV��

Even dining extreme hostilities, a war captive had to be taken to the commander and other leaders of 

the force so they could decide what to do with him. Even then, some men benefited from the tradition of 

according personal protection to war captives. A member of the captor group who knew the captive and was 

either related to him in some way or owed him a good turn, would come forward and declare loudly that 

the captive enjoyed his personal protection and that no one could touch him. In order to avoid a split in the 

ranks of the force which could lead to internal fighting, the captive would be handed over to his saviour and 

protector. He remained the honoured guest of his protector until he was conducted safely back to his own 

people’s settlement.

1PNCUGNC�BVSGOE�UFC�NGBBMC�Pǔ�UFC�OGOCUCCOUF�ACOUVǌ̀��?�S?GBGOE�ǔPǍAC�ăǍPN�%?MEVBVB�?UU?ALC��?�TCUUMCNCOU�

GO� UFC�&GS?O�?ǍC?����N?O�A?MMCB��FNCB�+?TTC� ǔCMM� GOUP� A?QUGùGUY�?ăUCS�FGT� S?GBGOE� ǔPǍAC�F?B�@CCO�BCǔC?UCB�

2WP�ǔ?NGMGCT�ăǍPN�UFC�MGOC?EC�Pǔ�FGT�A?QUPST�BGT?EǍCCB�PO��WFCUFCS�FC�TFPVMB�@C�CXCAVUCB�PS�TQ?ǍCB��2FPTC�

?BùPA?UGOE� FGT� ǍCMC?TC� WPO� UFC� B?Y� ?OB�� ?ăUCS� ?� WFGMC��FNCB� ǍCUVSOCB� UP� FGT� PWO� QCPQMC}T� TCUUMCNCOU��

?AAPNQ?OGCB�@Y�FGT�N?GO�T?ùGPVS���ăUCS�COUCǌU?GOGOE�FGN�?T�?�EVCTU�ǔPS�?�WFGMC���FNCB�QǍCTCOUCB�UFC�N?O�

WGUF�?�FPSTC�?OB�TPNC�A?NCMT�?T�?�TGEO�Pǔ�ES?UGUVBC�?OB�T?W�FGN�PĀ�WGUF�UFC�ǔPMMPWGOE�QPCUGA�ùCSTC�

It is infidels who fail to pay back a favour they have received: I vividly remember the events at 

)PPS?ƧEPPYC and %?ME?M?B

Our meeting then was in a troubled atmosphere;

That day, it was you who made the vulture that tore out men’s kidneys fly 

away [in disappointment]
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I would like to have the sons of )?FGO envy you;

So, lead away this bay horse that has just been trained.

Thus, every man who had been granted his life after being captured in a battle felt greatly indebted to his 

saviours, and tried to pay back the debt he owed in any way possible. Another story related to the same theme 

runs as follows:

-OAC�VQPO�?�UGNC��UFCǍC�W?T�?O�PVU@ǍC?L�Pǔ�FPTUGMGUGCT�@CUWCCO�UWP�AM?OT�GOF?@GUGOE�UFC�,PǌUF�5CTU�Pǔ�1PN?MG?�

-OC�Pǔ�UFCN�M?VOAFCB�?O�?UU?AL�PO�UFC�PUFCS}T�A?NQ��?OB�@?UUMC�W?T�JPGOCB��2FC�S?GBGOE�ǔPǍAC�W?T�MCB�@Y�?�

ǔ?NPVT�5?SSGPS�A?MMCB��0P@MCF��DƧ"C@��&GT�NCO�WCǍC�BCǔC?UCB�?OB�FC�FGNTCMǔ�F?B�UP�FGBC�GO�UFC�@VTF��VO?@MC�

UP�ĄCC�TGOAC�FGT�FPSTC�F?B�@ǍPLCO�?�MCE��0P@MCF��DƧ"C@�W?T�TUVAL�GO�UFC�NGBBMC�Pǔ�OPWFCǍC��&C�W?T�US?QQCB�GO�

COCNY�UCSSGUPǌ̀�?OB�WGUFPVU�FGT�FPSTC��FC�W?T�VO?@MC�UP�US?ùCM�ǔ?S��1P��FC�TMGQQCB�POC�OGEFU�GOUP�UFC�A?NQ�Pǔ�

FGT�COCNGCT�?OB�E?ùC�FGNTCMǔ�VQ�UP�UFCGS�MC?BCS��WFP�W?T�A?MMCB�0P@MCF��WM��2FC�M?UUCS�ǔCB�FGN�?OB�E?ùC�FGN�

FGT�PWO�FPSTC�TP�FC�APVMB�VTC�GU�UP�ECU�?W?Y�

2P�@C�GO�?�QPTGUGPO�UP�Q?Y�@?AL�UFC�BC@U�FC�PWCB��0P@MCF��DƧ"C@�M?VOAFCB�?�TCAPOB�S?GB�PO�UFC�T?NC�TCUUMCNCOU�

?U�TPNC�M?UCS�UGNC��2FGT�UGNC��FGT�NCO�EPU�UFC�VQQCS�F?OB�'O�UFC�APOăVTGPO�UF?U�@ǍPLC�PVU�GO�UFC�TCUUMCNCOU��

FC�T?W�?�MGUUMC�@PY�WFP�USGCB�UP�CTA?QC�UFC�S?NQ?EC��0P@MCF�A?VEFU�UFC�@PY�?OB�MGăUCB�FGN�POUP�UFC�@?AL�Pǔ�FGT�

FPSTC��&C�UPPL�UFC�AFGMB�@?AL�FPNC�WGUF�FGN�?OB�MC?SOCB�VQPO�?TLGOE�FGN�ǔPS�FGT�GBCOUGUY��UF?U�FC�W?T�UFC�TPO�

Pǔ�0P@MCF��WM��UFC�N?O�WFPTC�FCMQ�FC�F?B�TPVEFU�GOƧFGT�BGTUǍCTT��UCMMGOE�FGN���#GUFCS�T?ùC�NC��PS�C?SO�YPVSTCMǔ�

?�ǔC?UFCS��@Y�LGMMGOE�NC����?OB�WFP�F?B�AFPTCO�UP�T?ùC�FGN��&C�UPPL�UFC�@PY�GOUP�FGT�ǔPMB�?OB�A?ǍCB�ǔPS�FGN�MGLC�

FC�WPVMB�?OY�Pǔ�FGT�PWO�AFGMBǍCO�

5FCO�UFC�@PY��WFPTC�ăVMM�O?NC�W?T�'BMCF�0P@MCF��WM��F?B�ǍC?AFCB�UWCOUY�YC?ST�Pǔ�?EC��0P@MCF��DƧ"C@�E?ùC�

FGN�POC�Pǔ�FGT�B?VEFUCST� GO�N?SSG?EC��?OB�E?ùC�UFC�APVQMC�COPVEF�?OGN?MT� UP�CTU?@MGTF� UFCGS�PWO�ǔ?NGMY��

�ăUCS�UF?U��FC�E?ùC�FGN�FGT�PWO�FPSTC�?OB�UPMB�FGN�UP�EP�UP�FGT�ǔ?UFCS��0P@MCF��WM��WFP�F?B�MPOE�?EP�EGùCO�VQ�

UFC�FPQC�Pǔ�CùCS�ĂOBGOE�FGT�MPTU�TPO�?MGùC��UP�MCU�FGN�LOPW�UF?U�FC��'BMCF��W?T�?MGùC�?OB�WCMM��?OB�UF?U�0P@MCF�

�DƧ"C@�F?B�ǍCQ?GB�UFC�EPPB�UVSO�UF?U�FC�PWCB��2P�UFGT�B?Y��UFC�BCTACOB?OUT�Pǔ�'BMCF�0P@MCF��WM�?ǍC�TP�AMPTCMY�

?TTPAG?UCB�WGUF�UFPTC�Pǔ�0P@MCF��DƧ"C@�UF?U�UFCY�Q?Y�?OB�ǍCACGùC�@MPPB�APNQCOT?UGPO�UPECUFCS�

Even if he had no relatives among his captors, a man of note, such as a warrior renowned for his bravery, 

a famous poet or a clan leader, was normally spared in recognition of his status and, more pragmatically, 

in realisation of the fact that his influence could be useful if fortunes changed and places were exchanged:

2FC�A?NCMT�UF?U�WCǍC�MPPUCB�@Y�UFC�|"Cǌ̾GTFCT}�GO�UFC�PQCS?UGPO�LOPWO�?T�|"?Y?X�Ƨ�WCCS?S}�PS�UFC�|+PPOMGEFU�

0?GB}�?OB�@CMPOECB�UP�?�MGOC?EC�WFPTC�?ǍC?�Pǔ�TCUUMCNCOU�GT�GO�UFC�,PǌUF�5CTU�Pǔ�1PN?MG?��WCǍC�U?LCO�UP�?�

ǔ?SƧ?W?Y�TCUUMCNCOU����N?O�ăǍPN�UFC�"Cǌ̾GTFCT��QǍP@?@MY�1?YGB�+PF?NNCB��@BVMM?�&?TT?O�FGNTCMǔ�?TLCB�

ǔPS�UFC�F?OB�GO�N?SSG?EC�Pǔ�UFC�B?VEFUCS�Pǔ�?�AM?O�FC?B�WFP�W?T�OGALƧO?NCB�|3BV@ƧM?Ƨ�TM?Y}�PS�UFC�|"YCB�

!COUǍC�.PMC}��5FGMC�?AACQUGOE�UFC�ǍCRVCTU��3BV@ƧM?Ƨ�TFY�T?GB���'U�GT�UFC�A?NCM�FCǍBT�MPPUCB�@Y�UFC�"Cǌ̾GTFCT}�

WFPTC�QPUCOUG?M�AM?GN?OUT�?ǍC�UFC�ǔ?ǌUFCTU�?W?Y�ăǍPN�FCǍC��-ǔ�UFCTC��GU�GT�UFC�A?NCMT�Pǔ�UFC�|+PPOMGEFU�0?GB}�

WFPTC�PWOCST�?ǍC�UFC�ǔ?ǌUFCTU�ǍCNPùCB�1P��'�W?OU�UFC�@SGBC�QSGAC�UP�@C�EGùCO�NC�PVU�Pǔ�UFCTC�M?UUCS�A?NCMT}}��

&C�W?T�EGùCO�FGT�ǍCRVCTU�

2FC� MGOC?EC� UF?U�F?B�PWOCB� UFC�A?NCMT�� GOACOTCB�@Y� UFPTC�WPǍBT�?OB� UF?U�?UUGUVBC��NP@GMGTCB�?� ǔPǍAC�?OB�

CN@?ǍLCB�PO�?�MPOEƧBGTU?OAC�S?GB��2FC�?UU?ALGOE�ǔPǍAC�U?ǍECUCB�UFC�A?NCM�FCǍBT�Pǔ�UFC�MGOC?EC�UP�WFGAF�3BV@Ƨ

M?Ƨ�TM?Y�@CMPOECB�?OB�W?T�TVAACTTăVM�GO�U?LGOE�UFCN�PùCS��3BV@�FGNTCMǔ�W?T�A?VEFU�GO�UFC�ĂEFUGOE�?OB�U?LCO�

?MPOE�WGUF�UFC�A?NCMT��&GT�TCOGPS�WGǔC��FPWCùCS��ǍCăVTCB�UP�ǍCN?GO�@CFGOB�?OB�MCU�FCS�FVT@?OB�@C�U?LCO�?W?Y��

"VC�UP�FCS�QCSTGTUCOAC��TFC�ĂO?MMY�WPO�UFC�ǍCMC?TC�Pǔ�FCS�FVT@?OB�?OB�?MTP�F?B�?�FVOBǍCB�A?NCMT�MCăU�@CFGOB�

ǔPS�FGT�T?LC��1FC�FCSTCMǔ�W?T�EGùCO�?O�?BBGUGPO?M�ĂăUY�A?NCMT��5FCO�3BV@�?TLCB�UFC�NCO�WFY�UFCY�WCǍC�BPGOE�

UF?U��UFCY�T?GB���5C�ǔCCM�P@MGE?UCB�UP�FPOPVS�UFC�UGUMCB�FC?B�Pǔ�?�AM?O��TGOAC�WC�F?ùC�TVAF��?O�PąAC�PVSTCMùCT��

5C�APVMB�OPU�TUPN?AF�UFC�GBC?�Pǔ�ǍCMC?TGOE�YPV�POMY�UP�MCU�YPV�EP���2FGT�ECTUVǍC�W?T�UFC�LCY�UP�?�OCW�CS?�Pǔ�

QC?AC��?OB�NVUV?M�VOBCSTU?OBGOE�@CUWCCO�UFC�UWP�APNNVOGUGCT�
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6. PRIVATE PROPERTY
As pointed out earlier, the only property whose looting was permitted in war-time, according to the custom 

of Somali pastoral nomads, were the horses and camels. Other animals such as cattle, sheep and goats, 

donkeys, mules and even burden camels (i.e. those used for transportation), were exempted from looting, 

since they formed the basic means of subsistence for the weak members of society such as women and 

children who did not take part in fighting. This was a measure designed to safeguard the general interest 

of society. In the same way, public utilities and resources which benefited all and belonged to no one in 

particular were not destroyed during conflict. For example, the setting of fire to bushes or grassy plains, 

thus destroying the grazing that supports the herds of livestock and the filling up or poisoning of water wells 

were strongly disapproved of and rarely done, if at all, since the damage resulting therefrom would affect 

everyone. Traditional Somalis used to say:

A well may be dug by one man, but its water is not used by him alone.

or

The man who digs a well gets his name given to it and the right to drink first [only].

Similarly, going into private homes and plundering their contents was prohibited since it violated the 

cherished principle of fighting with honour.

In addition to the above, the destruction by fire, or through any other means, of dwellings and their contents 

was regarded with strong disapproval. The burning of crops and the destruction of fruit trees were also 

unacceptable. Likewise, it was forbidden to randomly kill livestock and to slaughter female animals in 

general, and pregnant ones in particular, unless compelled to do so by absolute necessity.

Among the agro-pastoralists in the land between the two rivers, no looting of animals or material property 

was allowed apart from confiscation of the enemy’s fighting gear.

Such restrictions were based on the traditional view that fighting should be confined to men and that society 

and the resources essential to its sustenance should be preserved and protected in accordance with the 

Somali saying that:

The noble do not cut down a tree; and if they do so, they do not cut it at its base.

One of the least significant among the items mentioned above is household utensils. Nonetheless, the 

strictness with which their abuse was dealt is illustrated by the following story:

-OAC�VQPO�?�UGNC��?�ACǌU?GO�N?O�W?T�LGMMCB�@Y�?OPUFCS���T�VTV?M��UFC�ǔ?NGMY�Pǔ�UFC�N?O�WFP�F?B�APNNGUUCB�

UFC�FPNGAGBC�Q?GB�UFC�APTUT�Pǔ�@VSG?M���MM�UF?U�ǍCN?GOCB�W?T�UP�ĂX�?�B?UC�ǔPS�UFC�Q?YNCOU�Pǔ�UFC�@MPPB�QSGAC��

5FGMC�TCUUMCNCOU�QǍPACCBGOET�WCǍC�UFVT�EPGOE�PO�TNPPUFMY��?�AMPTC�ǍCM?UGùC�Pǔ�UFC�BC?B�N?O��A?MMCB��DƧ%??@��

TCAǍCUMY�QVU�UPECUFCS�?�@?OB�Pǔ�W?SSGPST�?OB�S?GBCB�UFC�A?NQ�Pǔ�UFC�ǔ?NGMY�WFPTC�N?O�F?B�LGMMCB�FGT�APVTGO��

&C�ǔ?GMCB�UP�ĂOB�?OY�NCO�PS�A?NCMT�UFCǍC�?OB�TP�E?ùC�ùCOU�UP�FGT�?OECS�@Y�QGCǍAGOE�WGUF�FGT�TQC?S�?�W?UCS�@?E�

UF?U�FC�ǔPVOB�MYGOE�?@PVU��?OB�B?N?EGOE�GU�GSǍCQ?S?@MY�

5FCO�ǍCQǍCTCOU?UGùCT�Pǔ� UFC� UWP�EǍPVQT� A?NC� UPECUFCS� M?UCS� UP�ĂO?MGTC� UFC�N?UUCS�� UFC� ǔ?NGMY�Pǔ� UFC�BC?B�

N?O�QǍCTCOUCB�GUT�A?TC�UP�UFC�?S@GUS?UGPO�APNNGUUCC��?OB�AM?GNCB�UFC�?NPVOU�Pǔ�POC�FVOBǍCB�A?NCMT�PWCB�UP�

UFCN�GO�@MPPB�APNQCOT?UGPO��2FC�PUFCS�EǍPVQ�GNNCBG?UCMY�ǍC@VUUCB�UFGT�AM?GN��AGUGOE�?T�?�ǍC?TPO��DƧ%??@}T�

VOTCCNMY�?AU�UF?U�ùGPM?UCB�UFC�CTU?@MGTFCB�AVTUPN�?OB�TQPGMCB�UFC�?UNPTQFCǍC�Pǔ�EPPBWGMM�WFGAF�F?B�QǍCù?GMCB�

VQ�UP�UFCO��'O�UFC�COB��UFC�NCBG?UGOE�APNNGUUCC�ǌVMCB�UF?U�UFC�BC?B�N?O}T�ǔ?NGMY�WPVMB�ǍCACGùC�POMY����A?NCMT�

PVU�Pǔ�UFC�����UFCY�WPVMB�F?ùC�@CCO�COUGUMCB�UP�VOBCS�OPSN?M�AGǍAVNTU?OACT��2FC�PUFCS����WCǍC�BCBVAUCB�@Y�
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W?Y�Pǔ�?�ĂOC�ǔPS��DƧ%??@}T�VOAPOùCOUGPO?M�?AU���ăUCS�ăVǌUFCS�BCBVAUGPOT�F?B�@CCO�N?BC�PO�YCU�PUFCS�EǍPVOBT��

UFC�BC?B�N?O}T�ǔ?NGMY�COBCB�VQ�WGUF�POMY�?�ùCǌ̀�TN?MM�QPǌUGPO�Pǔ�UFC�OPSN?M�@MPPB�Q?YNCOU��-ùCǍAPNC�WGUF�

?OECS� ?OB� GOBGEO?UGPO�PùCS� UFGT� VOOCACTT?ǌ̀� MPTT�� POC�Pǔ��DƧ%??@}T� PWO� APVTGOT��WFP�W?T�QǍCTCOU� ?U� UFC�

NCCUGOE��TUPPB�VQ�TVBBCOMY�?OB�TU?@@CB�FGN�WGUF�?�TQC?S��CXAM?GNGOE�BGTEVTUCBMY���MPPL�?U�FPW�UFGT�ǔPPM�F?T�

TQPGMU�PVS�A?TC��?OB�W?TUCB�PVS�N?O}T�@MPPB�BVCT`��'O�UFGT�W?Y���DƧ%??@�MPTU�FGT�MGǔC�?OB�A?VTCB�FGT�LGOTNCO�

UP�MPTC�UFC�@MPPB�APNQCOT?UGPO�ǔPS�UFCGS�BC?B�N?O�

This story illustrates how strict traditional Somalis were about looting or destroying household contents, 

including utensils.

The act of trespassing on private homes during a conflict resulted in long-lasting shame to its perpetrators 

as can be seen from the following story:

�ǍPVOB� UFC�YC?S� �����?� ǔPǍAC� ăǍPN� UFC�?ǍC?�Pǔ�+?U?@?O� GO�1PN?MG?}T� ACOUS?M� ǍCEGPOT� S?GBCB� UFC�ùGMM?EC�Pǔ�

GUGM?F?T�GO�UFC�T?NC�?ǍC?��2FC�P@JCAUGùC�Pǔ�UFC�S?GB�W?T�UP�MPPU�?OGN?MT��TQCAG?MMY�A?NCMT��2FC�ǔPPB�TVQQMY�Pǔ�UFC�

ǔPǍAC�S?O�PVU�@CǔPǍC�GU�F?B�ǔPVOB�?OY�?OGN?MT�WPǌUF�MPPUGOE��1PNC�YPVUFT�WFP�APVMB�OPU�UPMCS?UC�UFC�FVOECS�

TOC?LCB�PVU�WGUFPVU� UFC� APNN?OBCS}T� LOPWMCBEC�?OB�COUCǍCB�?�FPVTC� GO� UFC� ùGMM?EC��2FCǍC� UFCY� ǔPVOB�?�

ùCTTCM�ăVMM�Pǔ�AFPQQCB�VQ�NC?U�QǍCTCǌ̾CB�GO�EFCC��1GOAC�UFC�APOU?GOCS�W?T�UGEFUMY�TC?MCB��UFCY�UPǍC�GU�PQCO�WGUF�

?�B?EECS�?OB�EPǍECB�UFCNTCMùCT�PO�GUT�APOUCOUT��5FCO�UFC�ǔPǍAC�MC?BCS�MC?SOCB�?@PVU�UFC�NGT@CF?ùGPVS�Pǔ�FGT�

@PYT�FC�A?MMCB�PĀ�UFC�WFPMC�NGTTGPO�?OB�PǍBCǍCB�UFC�NCO�Pǔ�UFC�ǔPǍAC�UP�EP�@?AL�UP�UFCGS�PWO�TCUUMCNCOU��,PW��

1PN?MGT�F?B�?�US?BGUGPO�Pǔ�O?NGOE�CùCǌ̀�S?GB�?ăUCS�UFC�ǔC?U�GU�F?B�?AAPNQMGTFCB��UFC�Q?ǌUGAVM?S�AGǍAVNTU?OACT�

GO�WFGAF�GU�W?T�APOBVAUCB�CUA���MUFPVEF�UFC�ǔPǍAC�MC?BCS�USGCB�UP�ǍCNCBY�UFC�TGUV?UGPO�@Y�A?OACMMGOE�UFC�S?GB��

UFGT�NC?TVǍC�Pǔ�FGT�QǍPùCB�UP�@C�GOCĀCAUV?M�TGOAC�UF?U�Q?ǌUGAVM?S�PQCS?UGPO�FC�MCB�A?NC�UP�@C�WGBCMY�LOPWO�?T�

UFC�S?GB�Pǔ�|UFC�"PE�UF?U�#OUCǍCB�?�&PVTC}�
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7. CONFLICT AND ISLAM
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ÿ¿Â÷�đäóÓ§�đ�÷�¸�ó�Úäó®�÷®óÂäą÷�ÿä�ÿ¿®Ú�ÿ¿�Ü��®ÂÜº�§�ÚÜ®§�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�Ü®Ėÿȷ��÷�®ĐÂ§®Ü¡®§��ė�ÿ¿®Âó�ä¸ÿɏòąäÿ®§�
÷�ėÂÜºȶ�ɏ

L®Ü�ïó®¸®ó�§�ÚÜ�ÿÂäÜ�ÿä�äïïó®÷÷ÂäÜȽ

q¿Â÷��ÿÿÂÿą§®�ä¸�§®ĥ�Ü¡®�ÜäÿđÂÿ¿÷ÿ�Ü§ÂÜºȷ�iäÚ�ÓÂ÷�ºó®�ÿÓė�ó®Đ®ó®§��ÓÓ��ïï�ó®Üÿ�÷ėÚ�äÓ÷��Ü§�Ú�ÜÂ¸®÷ÿ�ÿÂäÜ÷�
ä¸�ó®ÓÂºÂäÜȽ�+äó�®Ė�ÚïÓ®ȷ�ÂÜ��Üė�đ�óȷ�ïÓ�¡®÷�ä¸�đäó÷¿Âï��Ü§�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�÷ÿą§ė�®ȽºȽ�Úä÷òą®÷ȷ�Bäó�ÜÂ¡�÷¡¿ääÓ÷ȷ�
÷�ÂÜÿ÷ɚ�÷¿óÂÜ®÷�®ÿ¡Ƚȷ�đ®ó®�Üäÿ�ĐÂäÓ�ÿ®§Ƚ�Nä�đ®�ïäÜ÷�¡äąÓ§��®�ÿ�Ð®Ü�ÂÜÿä�ÿ¿®Úɂ�Üä�¿äÚÂ¡Â§®�äó��Üė�äÿ¿®ó�¿�óÚ�
đäąÓ§��®�¡äÚÚÂÿÿ®§�ÂÜ÷Â§®�ÿ¿®Âó�đ�ÓÓ÷ɂ��Ü§�Üä�ï®ó÷äÜ�đ¿ä�¿�§�÷äąº¿ÿ�ó®¸ąº®�ÂÜ÷Â§®�ÿ¿®Ú�¡äąÓ§��®�§ó�ºº®§�
äąÿ÷Â§®�ÿä��®�®Ė®¡ąÿ®§Ƚ��Ó÷äȷ�ÿ¿®�§®÷ÿóą¡ÿÂäÜ�äó�ÓääÿÂÜº�ä¸�Úä÷òą®÷��Ü§�äÿ¿®ó�ó®ÓÂºÂäą÷�ïÓ�¡®÷�đ�÷�÷äÚ®ÿ¿ÂÜº�
ÿ¿�ÿ�¿�§�Ü®Đ®ó�ÿ�Ð®Ü�ïÓ�¡®�ïóÂäó�ÿä�ÿ¿®�¡ąóó®Üÿ�¡ÂĐÂÓ�đ�óȽ�DÂÐ®đÂ÷®ȷ�Â¸�÷äÚ®äÜ®�¸óäÚ�ÿ¿®�®Ü®Úė�đ�÷�¡�ąº¿ÿ��ė�
¿Â÷�ïąó÷ą®ó÷��Ü§�¿®�ó�Â÷®§���¡äïė�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Bäó�Ü�äó�ÿ¿®�đää§®Ü�ÿ��Ó®ÿ�ą÷®§��ė�÷ÿą§®Üÿ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Bäó�Ü�÷�ėÂÜºȷ�ɖȕ�
Bäó�Ü�ä¸��ÓÓ�¿ȷ�5�ïÓ�¡®�Úė÷®Ó¸�ąÜ§®ó�ėäąó�ïóäÿ®¡ÿÂäÜɗȷ�¿®�đ�÷�ą÷ą�ÓÓė�Ó®¸ÿ��ÓäÜ®�ąÜ¿�óÚ®§Ƚ���iäÚ�ÓÂ�÷�ėÂÜº�
ÿ¿�ÿ�§®ÚäÜ÷ÿó�ÿ®÷�ó®÷ï®¡ÿ�¸äó�ïÓ�¡®÷�ä¸�đäó÷¿Âï�ºä®÷��÷�¸äÓÓäđ÷ȶ

��Úä÷òą®�Â÷���¿äą÷®�ä¸�-ä§ɂ�¿®�đ¿ä�÷¿äđ÷�ó®Đ®ó®Ü¡®�ÿäđ�ó§÷�Âÿ�÷¿�ÓÓ�Üäÿ�¸�ÂÓ�ÿä��®�ó®đ�ó§®§Ƚ
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8. TREATMENT OF THE 
WOUNDED
When hostilities between two groups had reached an extreme level where neither of them would spare the 

lives of enemy wounded warriors who fell into its hands, a third neutral lineage, inhabiting the same area of 

settlement, would volunteer to render humanitarian assistance to the war wounded from both sides in the 

conflict. This neutral party evacuated the wounded from the field of battle and provided them with medical 

treatment and general care. The members of this clan who were engaged in this humanitarian task were not 

harmed or harassed by any of the two lineages involved in the fighting because their service was free from 

any considerations of material gain or any other selfish motivation. It was also in the interest of both parties 

to the conflict.

Sometimes, the responsibility for giving neutral assistance to wounded combatants was assumed by the 

men of religion who also took custody of looted livestock from both sides in order to hand them over to their 

owners after the feuding had been brought to an end.

The role played by such groups in past wars is comparable to the roles in today’s conflicts of non-combatant 

medical personnel and humanitarian organisations, such as the International committee of the Red Cross 

and Somali Red Crescent Society, the two organisations that provide assistance, medical and otherwise, to 

persons affected by war.
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9. WEAPONS AND PRACTICES 
PROHIBITED IN CONFLICT
��÷®§�äÜ�ÿ¿®�ÿó�§ÂÿÂäÜ�ä¸�ĥº¿ÿÂÜº�đÂÿ¿�¿äÜäąó�ÿ¿�ÿ�đ�÷�÷ä�¡¿®óÂ÷¿®§��ė�iäÚ�ÓÂ÷ȷ�ÿ¿®ó®�đ®ó®�đ®�ïäÜ÷�đ¿ä÷®�
®ÚïÓäėÚ®Üÿ�ÂÜ�đ�ó¸�ó®�đ�÷�ï®óÚÂÿÿ®§ȷ��Ü§�äÿ¿®ó÷�đ¿ä÷®�ą÷®�đ�÷�ïóä¿Â�Âÿ®§Ƚ�q¿ä÷®��ÓÓäđ®§�ÂÜ¡Óą§®§�÷ï®�ó÷ȷ�
÷đäó§÷ȷ�¡Óą�÷ȷ�§�ºº®ó÷ȷ�÷ÓÂÜº�÷¿äÿ÷ȷ�ÜäÜɏïäÂ÷äÜ®§��óóäđ÷ȷ�®ÿ¡Ƚ��¿ÂÓ®�ÿ¿ä÷®�ÿ¿�ÿ�đ®ó®���ÜÜ®§�ÂÜ¡Óą§®§�đ¿Âï÷ȷ�
ïäÂ÷äÜȷ�ïäÂ÷äÜ®§��óóäđ÷ȷ��Ė®÷ȷ�Ú�¡¿®ÿ®÷��Ü§�ÿ¿®�ÐÜÂĐ®÷�ą÷®§�¸äó�÷Ó�ąº¿ÿ®óÂÜº��ÜÂÚ�Ó÷Ƚ�DÂÐ®đÂ÷®ȷ�ÿ¿®��¡ÿ÷�ä¸�
ĐÂäÓ®Ü¡®�ÿ¿�ÿ�đ®ó®�ïóä¿Â�Âÿ®§�ÂÜ¡Óą§®§�ÐÂÓÓÂÜº�÷äÚ®äÜ®��ė�÷ÿó�ÜºąÓ�ÿÂäÜ�äó�¡¿äÐÂÜºȷ��ąóėÂÜº�÷äÚ®äÜ®��ÓÂĐ®ȷ�
ÂÜ÷ąÓÿÂÜº�äÜ®ɚ÷�ÓÂÜ®�º®ȷ�÷ïÂÿÿÂÜº�ÂÜ�äÜ®ɚ÷�¸�¡®ȷ�¿ÂÿÿÂÜº�÷äÚ®äÜ®�đÂÿ¿���÷¿ä®�äó�÷Ó�ïïÂÜº�¿ÂÚ�äÜ�ÿ¿®�¸�¡®Ƚ��Ó÷äȷ�
ÿä�ÚąÿÂÓ�ÿ®�ÿ¿®��ä§ė�ä¸���§®�§�ï®ó÷äÜ�äó�ąÜ¡äĐ®ó�Âÿ÷�º®ÜÂÿ�Ó÷�đ®ó®�¡äÜ÷Â§®ó®§�ÿä��®���ï�óÿÂ¡ąÓ�óÓė�äąÿó�º®äą÷�
ĐÂäÓ�ÿÂäÜ�ä¸�¡ą÷ÿäÚȽ

2ÂÿÿÂÜº�÷äÚ®äÜ®�đÂÿ¿���đ¿Âïȷ�äó���÷¿ä®ȷ�äó�÷ïÂÿÿÂÜº�äÜ�¿®óɃ¿ÂÚ�đ�÷�¡äÜ÷ÿóą®§��÷���÷ÂºÜ�ä¸�¡äÜÿ®Úïÿ��Ü§�
¡äÜ§®÷¡®Ü÷ÂäÜ�ÿäđ�ó§÷�ÿ¿�ÿ�ï®ó÷äÜ��Ü§�¿Â÷�ÓÂÜ®�º®��Ü§�Ó®§�ÿä�÷äÚ®�ä¸�ÿ¿®�Úä÷ÿ�ÂÜÿ®Ü÷®�¿ä÷ÿÂÓÂÿÂ®÷Ƚ�q¿Â÷�ïäÂÜÿ�
Â÷�ÂÓÓą÷ÿó�ÿ®§��ė�ÿ¿®�¸äÓÓäđÂÜº�ÿđä�ÓÂÜ®÷�ä¸�ïä®ÿóėȶ

2®�đ¿ä�¸�ÂÓ÷�ÿä�ó®�¡ÿ�ÿä���÷Ó�ï�ä¸�¡äÜ§®÷¡®Ü÷ÂäÜ�÷¿�ÓÓ�÷ąĢ®ó�Âÿ÷�§Âó®�¡äÜ÷®òą®Ü¡®÷ɂ
��ïóä�Ó®Ú�đ¿Â¡¿�ėäą�¸�ÂÓ�ÿä�®Đ®ó��§§ó®÷÷�đÂÓÿ�äÜÓė��®�ï�÷÷®§�äÜ�ÿä�ėäąó�äĢ÷ïóÂÜºȽ

5ÿ�¿�÷��®®Ü�ó®ïäóÿ®§�ÿ¿�ÿ�ÂÜ�÷äÚ®�ï�óÿ÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�iäÚ�ÓÂ�ÿ®óóÂÿäóė�ÿ¿®�¡äÚÚÂÿÿ®®��ó�Âÿó�ÿÂÜº�ÂÜ�ÿ¿®�®Ėÿó�äó§ÂÜ�óÂÓė�
¿Â§®äą÷�Úąó§®ó�ä¸�÷äÚ®äÜ®�đäąÓ§�¡äÚ®�ÿä�ÿ¿®��ó�Âÿó�ÿÂäÜ�ÿó®®�¡�óóėÂÜº�Âÿ÷�¸ąÓÓ�ĥº¿ÿÂÜº�º®�ó�¡äÚïä÷®§�ä¸�
÷ï®�óȷ�§�ºº®óȷ�÷¿Â®Ó§�ȷ�®ÿ¡Ƚȷ�đ¿Â¡¿�đ�÷�Üäÿ�ÜäóÚ�ÓÓė��ÓÓäđ®§�äÜ�÷ą¡¿�ä¡¡�÷ÂäÜ÷��÷�ÂÜ§Â¡�ÿ®§��ė�ÿ¿®�ïóäĐ®ó�ȶ

�Ü��ó�Âÿó�ÿÂäÜ�¡�÷®��Ü§���÷¿Â®Ó§�¡�ÜÜäÿ��®��óäąº¿ÿ�ÿäº®ÿ¿®ó�ąÜ§®ó���ÿó®®�ɉä¸��ó�Âÿó�ÿÂäÜɊȽ

5Ü���¡�÷®�ÓÂÐ®�ÿ¿Â÷ȷ�¿äđ®Đ®óɂ�ÿ¿Â÷�đ�÷�§äÜ®�ÂÜ�äó§®ó�ÿä�ÂÚïó®÷÷�ÿ¿®�®ÜäóÚÂÿė�ä¸�ÿ¿®�§®®§�äÜ�ÿ¿ä÷®�ºąÂÓÿė�ä¸�
¿�ĐÂÜº�¡äÚÚÂÿÿ®§�ÂÿȽ�L®Ú�®ó÷�ä¸�ÿ¿®�ºąÂÓÿė�ï�óÿė�đ®ó®�ÿ¿®Ú÷®ÓĐ®÷�Üäÿ��ÓÓäđ®§�ÿä��óÂÜº��Üė�đ®�ïäÜ÷�đÂÿ¿�
ÿ¿®ÚȽ

�¿®Ü� ÂÜ¡Â§®Ü¡®�ä¸� ÿ¿®�¡óÂÚÂÜ�Ó��¡ÿ��Ü§�ÿ¿®� Â§®ÜÿÂÿė�ä¸� ÿ¿ä÷®�ó®÷ïäÜ÷Â�Ó®� ¸äó� Âÿ�¿�§��®®Ü�®÷ÿ��ÓÂ÷¿®§ȷ� ÿ¿®�
¡äÚÚÂÿÿ®®�đäąÓ§�ÚäĐ®�ÿä�ÿ¿®�÷®ÿÿÓ®Ú®Üÿ�ä¸�ÿ¿®�äĢ®Ü§®ó÷��Ü§�÷®ÿ�ąï�¡�Úï�ÿ¿®ó®Ƚ�5ÿ�ó®Ú�ÂÜ®§�ÿ¿®ó®�ąÜÿÂÓ�ÿ¿®�
¡äÚïÓ®ÿ®�¡äÚï®Ü÷�ÿÂäÜ�¿�§��®®Ü�ï�Â§Ƚ�q¿Â÷�¡äÜ÷Â÷ÿ®§�ä¸�äÜ®�ɘ¿ąÜ§ó®§�ÓÂĐ®�÷¿®ɏ¡�Ú®Ó÷ȷ�ÿ¿®�äÓ§®÷ÿ�ä¸�đ¿Â¡¿�
¿�§�¡äÜ¡®ÂĐ®§���Ú�ĖÂÚąÚ�ä¸�¸äąó�ÿÂÚ®÷ȷ��Ü§�ÿ¿®�ėäąÜº®÷ÿ�ä¸�đ¿Â¡¿�đ�÷�ÿä��®�Üä�Ó®÷÷�ÿ¿�Ü�¸äąó�ė®�ó÷�äÓ§Ƚ�5Ü�
�§§ÂÿÂäÜ�ÿä�ÿ¿�ÿȷ�ÿ¿®�ºąÂÓÿė�ï�óÿė�¿�§�ÿä�ï�ė�¸äó�ÿ¿®�§®�§�Ú�Üɚ÷��ąóÂ�Ó�óÂÿ®÷��Ü§�ÿä�ï�ė��Ü��§§ÂÿÂäÜ�Ó�ÜąÚ�®ó�
ä¸��ÜÂÚ�Ó÷��ė�đ�ė�ä¸��Ü��ïäÓäºė�ÿä�ÿ¿®�§®�§�Ú�Üɚ÷�ÐÂÜȽ�VĐ®ó��Ü§���äĐ®��ÓÓ�ÿ¿�ÿȷ�ÿ¿®ė�¿�§�ÿä�Ú®®ÿ��ÓÓ�ÿ¿®�
®Ėï®Ü÷®÷�ÂÜ¡ąóó®§��ė�ÿ¿®��ó�Âÿó�ÿÂäÜ�¡äÚÚÂÿÿ®®�§ąóÂÜº�Âÿ÷�§®ÓÂ�®ó�ÿÂäÜ÷Ƚ

5¸�ÿ¿®�ÓÂÜ®�º®�ºąÂÓÿė�ä¸�ÿ¿®�¿äóóÂ�Ó®�Úąó§®ó�̧ �ÂÓ®§�ÿä��¡¡®ïÿ�ÿ¿®�¡äÚÚÂÿÿ®®ɚ÷�óąÓÂÜº÷ȷ�ÿ¿®Ü�Âÿ�đäąÓ§��®�÷ą�Í®¡ÿ®§�
ÿä��Ü��ÿÿ�¡Ð�Ó�ąÜ¡¿®§�ÍäÂÜÿÓė��ė��ÓÓ�ÿ¿®�äÿ¿®ó�ÓÂÜ®�º®÷�ÂÜĐäÓĐ®§Ƚ��¿�ÿ®Đ®ó�¡�÷ą�ÓÿÂ®÷�Âÿ�÷ą÷ÿ�ÂÜ®§�ÂÜ�÷ą¡¿��Ü�
äï®ó�ÿÂäÜ�đ®Üÿ�đÂÿ¿äąÿ�¡äÚï®Ü÷�ÿÂäÜȷ�đ¿ÂÓ®�Âÿ�đ�÷�¸äó¡®§�ÿä�ï�ė�¸äó��Üė�§�Ú�º®÷�ÿä�ÓÂ¸®�äó�ïóäï®óÿė�ÿ¿�ÿ�Âÿ�
caused.
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10. NEGOTIATIONS AND PEACE 
SETTLEMENTS
[Every] war gives way to peace,

says a Somali proverb

If two clans became involved in a war against each other, both of them sustaining damages in terms of hu-

man casualties and property losses, they eventually came together and effected a reconciliation, no matter 

how long or destructive their conflict had been.

There were many people who always advocated peace and conciliation and who tried their best to extinguish 

the fires of hostility and to establish relations of amity and harmony among the various groups, while some 

other people (e.g. maidens) were themselves used to cement the peace agreement concluded between two 

feuding families. The categories of persons who played an instrumental role in the cessation of hostilities 

included the following:

10.1. THE TITLED HEADS OF CLANS
Somalis generally believed that a person’s status in life was decreed by Allah. Therefore, they regarded the 

traditional heads of clans, who bore such titles as %?S??B�� PEPS��1VMU?O��3E??T��+?M??R��5?@?S��etc., as persons 

who were willed by Allah to hold such offices and who enjoyed certain religious powers that made potent 

both their curses and blessings. These titled clan heads did not have the power institutions to impose their 

wishes but ruled rather, through the consensus of the clan, endorsing the positive decisions of clan councils, 

and using their moral influence to undermine negative resolutions.

A clan head was not supposed to counsel war, lead a raid, take a share of looted stock or in any way, be re-

sponsible for causing people to suffer. Once, a clan head was hurt in the course of hostilities for which he had 

been partly responsible. The following lines of poetry were, therefore, composed by someone who wanted to 

register his disapproval of the man’s attitude and conduct:

If a Moslem chief goads on hostility;

If, with every new daybreak, he sharpens the weapons of war;

Like an aggressive bull that has been hit on the flank by another;

If he falls, bottom-first, into a pit then that is what he really deserves!

Thus, when the signs of war appeared over the horizon, it was all responsible men, in general, and the ti-

tled heads of clan, in particular, who hastened to intervene between the groups involved and to dampen the 

fires of hostility, or restore the peace if some fighting had already taken place. The clan heads were usually 

successful in their peace-seeking efforts because they commanded considerable respect, and because it was 

believed that the group which started fighting against the wishes of its own traditional. head, or the advice 

of other heads, would suffer defeat in the ensuing war.
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10.2. THE POETS
Among the illiterate Somali pastoralists great importance was attached to the spoken word, and of all the 

forms of speech, poetry was the most highly regarded because it was the most potent and the easiest to 

memorise. An accomplished poet, therefore, enjoyed considerable respect and admiration in Somali society 

and continues to do so.

Although a poet would sometimes use his talent for the purpose of inciting hostilities and for making clan-

nish boasts, there were many other times when he would employ his gift of words for the purpose of pre-

venting war, for communicating his experience and wisdom and for reconciling two camps that had engaged 

in armed conflict. As an example of the latter role:

'U�GT�T?GB�UF?U�TPNCUGNC�GO�UFC�@CEGOOGOE�Pǔ�UFGT�ACOUVǌ̀��UWP�TCENCOUT�Pǔ�?�AM?O�GOF?@GUGOE�2PEBFCCS�ǍCEGPO�

F?B�?�APOĄGAU��5FCO�C?AF�Pǔ�UFCN�F?B�NP@GMGTCB�GUT�ĂEFUCST�UP�COE?EC�UFC�PUFCS�GO�ĂEFUGOE��?OB�CùCǌ̀@PBY�

CMTC}T�CĀPǌUT�UP�BGĀVTC�UFC�UCOTGPO�F?B�ǔ?GMCB��?�QPCU�A?MMCB�1?MPPO��SS?@CY��WFP�@CMPOECB�UP�?�UFGǍB�TCENCOU�

Pǔ�UFC�T?NC�AM?O��TUPPB�PO�S?GTCB�EǍPVOB�@CUWCCO�UFC�UWP�ǔPǍACT�?OB�ǍCAGUCB�?��ECCS??S��QPCN�Pǔ�FGT�PWO�

APNQPTGUGPO��Q?ǌUT�Pǔ�WFGAF�?ǍC�RVPUCB�@CMPW��

That day when [the descendants of] Omar Daahir;

Had killed one another over a trifle; and

He who had witnessed the battle of “The White Entrails”; and …

Was filled in on [the horrors of the battle at] +CYE??EƧMGB?O; 

Knows well the destructive effects of war;

And has had enough lessons;

So, kinsmen, please stop the hostilities!

He who has supped [well] for some nights; 

Has a wispy cloud that casts no shadow;

Presented to him through a mist;

[So that] for him to peacefully enjoy his health; 

Would seem to be an unreasonable proposition; 

So, kinsmen, please stop the hostilities!

The meaning of these words of mine;

He who has been fated to die;

And the ignorant will fail to comprehend;

But when young men die;

And a significant number of men had been decimated;

Then, recriminations will be traded;

So, kinsmen, please stop the hostilities!

The two groups of you;

Who are displaying signs of aggressiveness towards each other;

You and I are next of kin;

Yet there is a grudge between us;

And we both know what you did at �OM?;

 So if you now start to prey on each other;

I will not just stand by and watch;

But I will ally myself with one of you; 

And descend in attack on the other;

Therefore, kinsmen! please stop the hostilities!”
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1PPO�?ăUCS�UFC�QPCU�F?B�ĂOGTFCB�FGT�?BBǍCTT��UFC�UWP�ǔPǍACT�WFGAF�F?B�ǔ?ACB�C?AF�PUFCS�WCǍC�BGTQCSTCB�?OB�

TCOU�FPNC��UFCGS�MC?BCST�F?ùGOE�@CCO�APOùGOACB�@Y�FGT�?ǍEVNCOU�

10.3. MEN OF RELIGION
While the men of religion belonged generally to the category of respected community leaders, they enjoyed 

additional esteem and deference because of their knowledge of the Islamic religion and the laws of the Sha-

ria. It followed from that fact that Somali priests took an active and prominent role in the prevention and 

quelling of wars. Whenever there was a flare-up of hostilities, the priests in the community raised copies of 

the Holy Koran as well as pieces of white cloth with holy writing on them and stood between the two hostile 

groups. calling on them to stop the fighting, and threatening to call down a curse on the party that refused. 

Due to the great respect they commanded, the men of religion were often successful in their missions.

10.4. WOMEN
During hostilities, women often were the only ones who had the freedom of movement between the camps 

of the two adversary groups. At times like this, they provided the only source of information to each camp on 

the plans and intentions of the other and on the degree of its readiness for a cessation of the war. They were 

also used as go-betweens, conveying messages of reconciliation from one side to the other and back. It has 

also been reported that in the north western corner of the Somali territory, women especially those past the 

age of fertility, were used as peace delegates.

In addition to the above, when peace had been concluded between any two previously warring lineages, and 

their mutual claims for compensation had been satisfactorily settled, they exchanged virginal maidens in a 

gesture aimed at reinforcing the reconciliation just achieved. This practice also signified, symbolically, that 

each clan’s young women who were given in marriage to the other would bear their husbands sons who 

would compensate the lineage for those men it had lost in the war. Moreover, the measure was designed to 

establish relations of affinity between the two communities, that would prevent a recurrence of hostilities in 

the future. A Somali proverb related to this practice says:

Where blood has been spilled, birth fluids should also be spilled [in order to erase it].

10.5. BLACKSMITHS
The role of this group is confined (as far as we know), to the agricultural communities inhabiting the area 

between the two rivers. It has been reported that if an individual, or a group, belonging to that Somali caste 

that monopolised the profession of metal-working intervened between two groups who had been engaged 

in fighting, or were about to do so, and called on them to bring the hostilities to an end, such a call would 

immediately be accepted. This is explained by the monopoly which members of this group had over the man-

ufacture of weapons, making those who reject their mediation fear the imposition of a ban on weapons sales 

to them, a measure that would ensure their defeat in the war.
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10.6. THE RECONCILIATION PROCESS AND 
COMPENSATION
Among the pastoral nomads, when finally the elders of two formerly warring groups were brought together 

under the tree of reconciliation, the men who had been killed on either side during the war would be counted. 

Then, the group that had sustained more deaths would be compensated for its extra men killed in action. 

Also, if there had been mutual looting of livestock during the war, each parry would be given back its miss-

ing stock. That would be followed by the exchange of maiden brides, and the administration of oaths to the 

leaders of both sides, committing them to observe the peace. The process would be sealed with prayers and 

holy readings from the Koran.

In the inter-riverine area, the two groups party to the conflict were mediated by the learned men of religion 

and members of the Ashraaf clan (which claims descent from the prophet, Mohammed, through his daugh-

ter, Fatima). When the two groups had agreed to be reconciled, a ritual ewe (or a camel) was taken from each 

of them to the other’s camp where it was ceremonially slaughtered.

After this symbolic act, the mediating committee started to sort out the differences of the two groups. and 

the party found to be in the wrong made to pay a fine. Only after that, were each side’s war losses counted. 

Among the Digil confederation of clans, the compensation for an extra dead man, in the case of internal 

conflicts, consisted merely of a ritual ewe and payment of the costs incurred in performing the man’s burial 

rites; but within the Mirifle family of clans, payment of the complete standard blood price was required.

The representatives of the two clans involved then shook each other’s hands, or placed their hands on a copy 

of the Holy Koran and swore that they were sincere about the peace. The proceedings were concluded with 

each side dedicating the $??UGX? (the opening sura of the Koran) to the other arid with the blessings of the 

clergymen and the Ashraaf.
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11. CONCLUSION
We have, demonstrated in the course of this study that, although conflicts did take place among the vari-

ous Somali clans, acts of excessive violence occurred rarely. War always had its regulating conventions and 

well-defined bounds which served to limit its effects, and which also set forth clearly the kind of actions that 

were permitted and those that were prohibited. This was supplemented by the strict customary laws that 

were invoked to deal with any violation of the established rules.

In the course of researching this subject, there was common consensus among those interviewed on the fact 

that acts of violence and abuse against the weak and vulnerable members of society, which ran counter to the 

Somali code on wartime conduct, were seldom committed and were carried out, even in those rare cases, in 

moderation. There is also general agreement among all clans, and in all regions, on the need to protect those 

categories of persons covered by the traditional concept of “immunity from violence,” as well as the groups 

of people who qualified for being members of that class.

As already mentioned, traditional Somalis, wherever they happened to be, adhered uniformly to the same set 

of codes for warfare. Any differences that might be found were of a minor nature, and resulted from special 

circumstances, as in the case of the Issa who have common boundaries with many peoples of non-Somali 

ethnicity, and the community of cultivators. which because of their different way of life, evolved certain 

special laws.

It was, thus, this body of Somali customary laws, based on considerations of honour and moral rectitude, 

that made sure hostilities were not taken to extremes, making difficult the restoration of peace later. This 

was based on the realisation that the proliferation in any war of immoral acts and violations of human digni-

ty contributed to the intensification of animosities and the prolongation of hostilities resulting in intolerably 

excessive damage to both life and property. This was a calamity against which people prayed by saying:

May we not be afflicted by any of the following:

- [Violent] anger that does not subside;

- Poverty that is not relieved by wealth;

- A disease from which there is no recovery; - 

- A war that does not give way to peace;

- Knowledge that is not positively utilised.

The worst of all the above mentioned afflictions was the war that would not give way to peace since all the 

others are limited in their effect to individuals or a limited number of people - while the effects of war are 

more general and far-reaching. The dire conditions of war are brought about by failure to observe its rules 

as well as the traditional principle of immunity; and by failure to conform to the typical instructions of the 

traditional commander who urged:

Do not depart from the traditional customs of the Somali people;

Do not cause our lineage to be disgraced; fight with honour and moral restraint.

To someone who had discarded considerations of honour arid moral reserve, the suffering and destruction 

resulting from war did not matter, as rightly stated in the line of poetry:

Lo! An immoral person cares not about [the devastation of] war.
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The following two lines from a contemporary poet, Abshir Ba’adle, also demonstrate the consequences of 

the excessive acts of violence committed during a war by the likes of such an immoral and irresponsible 

personality:

If two clans fight and one of them is weakened;

Those whose weak family members were slain do not accept reconciliation.

In order to facilitate reconciliation, actions that generate strong and lasting bitterness should be avoided in 

the first place, always bearing in mind that war will eventually come to an end and that former enemies will 

be able to come together again. When that day arrives, he who had acted, during the war in a manner that was 

contrary to all religious principles and cultural conventions, will end up being a social pariah who is despised 

and shunned by everybody, in accordance with the saying that:

Everyone reaps the fruits of the tree he has planted.

The answer to the question of why the codes discussed in this study do not operate in Somalia’s current civil 

hostilities as they did in the past is one that is open to everyone.
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